


U.S.A.
November 7-9, 2003-Nashville Grotto 50th
Anniversary Celebration, Montgomery Bell State
Park, White Bluff, Tennessee . Contact Chuck
Mangelsdorf at chuckmangelsdorf@aol .com to
register.
November 17-20, 2003-Joint Ventures : Part-
ners in Stewardship conference . Sponsored by the
National Park Service, in collaboration with the
U.S . Forest Service, the Bureau of Land
Management, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the
Bureau of Reclamation, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, the U .S . Army Corps of Engineers, and
other outside partners. The purpose of this
conference is to increase partnership opportunities
to achieve the goal of creating a nationwide
network of public places . Conference website :
www.partnerships2003 .org
February 7-8,2004 -2004 SERA Winter Business
Meeting, Holiday Inn Express, McMinnville, Tn .
Hosted by the Athens Speleological Society.
Banquet speaker is Chris Anderson of Darklight
Imagery. Sunday SERA Karst Task Force
conservation project for those interested . For
preregistration or information contact Kevin Lorms
(706) 546-5655 or guinnessob@aol .com.
July 12-16, 2004-NSS Convention, Marquette
Michigan. Get all the information you need and
register online at www.nss2004.com, or contact
Jean DeVries at (616) 560-7955 or
devriesj @ aol .com, or John Wilkerson at (248) 746-
0087 or caver@wilkersons.ws

INTERNATIONAL
May 12-21,2004-XI International Symposium an
Vulcanospeleology, Pico Island, Azores, including
pre- and post-symposium field excursions
throughout these cave-rich Mid-Atlantic volcanic
islands . Official language : English . Travel
packages and early registration discounts
available . Website : www.multi .pt/speleoazores. E -
mail: speleoazores@mail .telepac.pt .
September 13-18, 2004-"TransKarst 2004"
International Transdisciplinary Conference On
Development and Conservation of Karst Regions .
Hanoi Normal University, Hanoi, Vietnam . Field
excursion to Cuc Phuong National Park and the
Ha Long Bay World Heritage Site follows .
(Conference will be in English) . Organized by the
Research Institute of Geology and Mineral
Resources, Vietnam, under the auspices of
UNESCO's IGCP Project #448 . www.vub .ac .be /
trans-karst2004/Home_1 .htm Contact t rantv@
hn.vnn .vn or chris.groves@wku .ed u

Further International events an the web :
h ttp ://rubens .its .unimelb.edu.au/-pgm/
uisievents .html

Send information an upcoming events to
dbunnell@caltel .com, at least 6 weeks prior
(e .g, by August 15 to appear in October) .

Convention images were provided by
Rich Collier, Lynn Fielding, Bill & Peri Frantz,
Louise Hose, Meredith Hall Johnson, Kristen
Kelley, Km Luper, Ted Lappin, Bill Liebman,
Tom Mathey, Nancy Thurnall Meyer, Jim
Proffitt, Bill Roberts, Bart Rowlett, Jonah
Schachner, Scott Schmitz, and John Woods
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My Trip to the 2003 NSS Convention
as told to the 2003 Convention Staff by the Southern Sierra Cave Trott

A convention in the southern Sierra?
When 1 first heard cavers talking about it 1
thought that they had to be out of their
minds. It would be very hot in August . No
one is going to want to do long hikes or drive
an narrow, winding, mountain roads .
Besides, 1 did not want them in my caves .
They would certainly break things, leave
behind trash, and invade my peace and
quiet. 1 like cavers, but 1 don't know about
a thousand of them! Where are they all going
to stay? Would mobs invade my caves?
Maybe 1 better find a way to stop them .

So 1 contacted my cousin, the Rocky
Mountain Cave Troll, and asked him for
some help. 1 was surprised by his answer .
He told me it would be OK . They had a
convention in Colorado once, and they didn't
harm the caves. In fact, very few people went
caving because there were so many other
things to do . 1 couldn't figure out what kinds
of things cavers would want to do besides
caving, but he said 1 should keep my ears
open when they were around . So 1 listened
to the next batch of cavers that came through
Crystal Sequoia Cave . And you know what?
The convention wasn't going to be for four
more years, but they were already planning .
Joel Despain, Sequoia National Park Cave
Specialist, was in charge of all the trips, even
the ones outside the park . John Woods and
Shane Fryer, along with a lot of other people,
were helping Joel figure out which caves to
use. They wanted to ensure that there were
no trips to very fragile caves . 1 was beginning
to feel better about the convention, but still
wasn't sure 1 wanted to go .

Last spring, 1 got a letter from my cousin,
the Rocky Mountain troll . He was pretty
excited . Rocky never writes unless he wants
to ask for something and this time he wanted
money. Normally, trolls don't have any use
for the stuff, but the NSS just bought Great
Expectations cave, and they need to pay for
it . It's the third deepest limestone cave in the
United States, and the second longest cave
in Wyoming . Rocky lives there most
summers, but he's been worried about the
future . He figured that if the NSS was going
to preserve access for cavers and protect this
alpine cave for generations to come, then
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he darn well should help them . But he didn't
have any money. 1 was supposed to get some
and give it to them . It looked like IM be going
to the convention after all .

CAVING TRIPS
Before 1 teil you about the convention,

let me teil you about the cave trips . The
"Range of Light" is full of caves-marble
caves, limestone caves, talus caves, granite
caves. Many of them are fragile and many
are dangerous . To visit the more sensitive
caves and the most dangerous ones, you had
to have an official trip leader. Joel and his
friends rounded up more than 40 of them .
They kept the trips small, six to eight people
each . The trip leaders knew the caves well,
but some didn't know much about the NSS .
1 nearly laughed out loud listening to "Big
Bill" Roberts and Mike Dillon taking Scott
Fee through Crystal Sequoia Cave. They
didn't realize that he was the President of the
NSS. They took him to their favorite places,
like the Catacombs and the Shield Room .
Later, Bill said he was glad he didn't know
who Scott was, because he would have been
nervous if he had known . Scott thought this
was real funny, so 1 guess he wasn't offended .
On a later trip to Crystal Sequoia, someone
commented that the "Catacombs" were more
of a "straight-a-comb," because most of the
side passages were "look only," to protect
delicate formations .

Sometimes I'm very glad that I'm a cave
troll, because no one expects me to follow
rules . But all the convention cave trips had
to follow the rules . There were National Park
rules, National Forest rules, BLM rules, and
Wilderness rules . They were all different . In
Mountain Home State Park, convention
volunteers actually had to sit outside the
Crystal 67 entrance anytime cavers were
inside . The "sitter" was supposed to get help
if the caving party didn't return when
expected . But John Woods had done such a
greatjob rigging the cave, and picked routes
that avoided the less stable areas, that no
one had to be rescued . Lindsay McKinley led
a trip for National Cave Rescue Commission
Regional Coordinators who promised the
gate sitter that they wouldn't need rescuing
because "it would be too embarrassing ."
About 60 people visited this cold, wet cave
with no damage to the cave, although one
caver was damaged when a rock fell an her
hand . Her teammates helped her out without
bothering the ever-patient gate sitter .

Almost 30 people made the five-mile
backpack into Lilburn, before and alter the
convention . There was even a trip the middle
of the week . Lilburn is California's longest
cave, and one of the most scenic . I've been
lurking around there for years, watching all

The "author" as seen (briefly) an campus

the projects, but 1 figured that most of the
project leaders would be too busy in
Porterville to show up at the cave . 1 was
wrong. Eight or nine of them lead trips that
showed off their project work . Bill Frantz led
one fun trip to all the restoration sites, places
like the Glacier, Great Yellow Hungus Thing,
the Great White Pillar, and the Blue Passage .
The Enchanted River was a frequent
destination . Everyone enjoyed these trips,
and afterwards, one caver wrote to say that
"I've never seen such beautiful marble and
loved every minute of the trip . The waterfalls
were excellent!"

There were lots of other cave trips, some
with leaders and others self-guided . 1 can't
teil you much about them because 1 wasn't
there, but 1 did overhear some people talking
about their trip to Millerton Cave . They were
amazed at how clean the cave was . Its
smooth granite walls and plunge pools
weren't muddy like West Virginia caves . A
few of the trips had problems, when folks
didn't have the right equipment, or
overestimated their own skills, but the trip
leaders knew how to handle the situations,
and got everyone out ok .

SETTING UP
Boy, was 1 wrong to worry about this

convention . 1 had so much fun that I'm sorry
it's over. It's a good thing 1 got to Porterville
before things officially started, so 1 could
sneak in . Everybody was busy setting things
up. The Organizers were buzzing around in
these little electric carts, moving construction
stuff and getting places fast . There were
shade tents with misters for the campground,
to help people beat the heat, and temporary
fencing to keep strangers out . Alan Rice and
his brother James Rice brought this huge tent
to make more shade in the campground . It
sure took a lot of cavers to set it up .

Some folks who called themselves "The



Trolls" were transforming the library into an
art galley to display the salons . When they
were done with that, they did some more
heavy construction, putting up scaffolding
and ropes for the vertical contests and vertical
workshop in the Middle School Gym across
the street . They didn't look much like trolls,
but 1 liked them anyway .

. Then the trucks began to arrive . The firnt
truck was full of guidebooks . Merrilee Proffitt
spent several years collecting all the
information in it and putting it all together.
Then Dave McClurg got the printer to ship it
to the college . Another truck brought in a
big trailer full of ice, so that the JSS could
seil ice all week . Then there was the truck
full of tables for the vendors and chairs for
the sessions . A Pepsi truck dropped off syrup
to make all different kinds of soda . Troll-Mike
liked the beer truck best . He got to drive the
forklift truck to unload the beer kegs . Later,
when the refrigerated beer trailer arrived, he
got to move the kegs into it .

At the other end of the campus, vendors
were setting up shop. Eleanor Larson
coordinated all of them, and helped them
find their assigned rooms . The electric carts
came in handy for this . 1 helped them haul
in boxes of books, caving equipment, jewelry,
and even pottery. They liked the extra help .

Over in the cafeteria, Aurelia Nelson was
directing a crew that was filling blue bags with
guidebooks and all kinds of other goodies .
Registration chair Scott Smith spent a lot of
time looking at things called computers .
Someone said they were helping him keep
Crack of people . The registration people had
so much to do before they could officially
open that they needed that help .

But even with all this hustle, 1 had to
stay out of sight of the cavers in the orange
shirts . This guy named Ernie Coffman was
in charge of convention security . He had
cavers and campus cadets keeping an eye
an things. They even talked to each other
an radios. Then there was this "key guy ."
Bill Frantz spent the week running around
locking or unlocking rooms and buildings .
He had help from Lynn Fielding and Peri
Frantz as well .

Registration opened an Saturday, and

1
The Terminal Syphons rocked us again,
this year with both Robin Barber and
Vivian Loftin an the saxophone .

cavers from all over the country began to
arrive . 1 saw cavers from other countries too .
Places like the United Kingdom, France,
Switzerland, Canada, Australia, and Mexico .
1 wanted to ask Aurelia, or that nice young
lady Alison Chambliss, how 1 could help
Great-X, but every time 1 looked in that room .
everyone was so busy giving out those blue
bags, answering questions, or counting
money, that 1 was too shy to ask . The
convention staff had things well organized
and even arranged rides from airports as far
away as Burbank, Fresno, and Bakersfield .
Registration even had a way to put a smile
an the face of weary travelers, with a great
big bag of key lime "after dinner mints" from
one of the wonderful local Mexican
Restaurants .

Near registration there was a cyber-
cave . It didn't look like a real cave . and it
was full of more computers . It was really
popular. Cavers were in it at all hours of the
day and night, sending e-mail and Surfing
the web. 1 didn't understand any of it but 1
wanted to learn, so sometimes 1 peaked over
a few shoulders . Once I saw all this
information about the convention . 1 like the
part about the cave trips best . There was lots
of information about each cave and what
equipment you needed to go an a trip . 1 don't
know how webmistress Kelley Prebil got all
those caves into those little boxes, but she
sure did . Maybe 1 can get her to help us trolls
learn about this Internet stuff .

THE GEOLOGY FIELD TRIPS
Sunday morning, 1 was awakened by a

whole bunch of cavers getting up early. 1 was
curious about this un-caverly behavior, so 1
followed them out to the front of the college .
where these two big buses were waiting . They
were going to "Transect the Sierra," and
USGS geologist Jim Moore was one of their
leaders. His brother George, a long time
caver, was there too. So was Warren
Nokleburg, who used to take his CSU Fresno
students tromping all over the Sierra . 1 just
had to get an their bus, but John Tinsley,
who organized the trip, said the buses were
full, and there were people waiting to see if
they could get on . Then someone discovered
that one of the buses had 55 seats instead of
the 45 we had asked for. With ten extra seats,
everyone got on, including me, and off we
went, although John was concerned about
the bus being too big for the turnouts .

Between them . the trip leaders have
spent more than 100 years studying the
southern Sierra . and boy do they know their
rocks. They showed us this four-million-year-
old baralt lava flow and spectacular
exposures of marble in the Boyden Cave
Roof Pendant . They talked a lot about the
chemistry of the rocks too . There was also a
younger geologist named Greg Stock whö s
been dating sediments in Sierra Nevada
caves. He has a lot to say about how caves

An artificial cave in the quad was a
playground for kids and smaller adults

form. His studies show that 3 .5-2 million
years ago, the rivers were cutting through the
mountains much faster than within the last
1 .7 million years or so.

In addition to all the geology, this really
funny guy named Bruce Rogers seemed to
know a little bit about everything . He talked
about obscure communities in the early days
of settlement and the southwest bat cave
guano industry . He was also a font of
knowledge about the local flora and fauna,
and the impact of encroaching civilization in
the form of orange groves .

The trip back was a little slow . because
one of the buses was having trouble with its
brakes and had to go slow . That gave people
lots of time to teil stories about cave hunting
in the Sierras, the early days of explorations,
and the firnt western convention, held in
Giant Forest, Sequoia National Park, in 1966 .
1 remember George Moore leading the
geology field trip at that convention . They
also joked that it was a good thing that there
were no large bodies of water around, since
-bus spelled backwards was sub." When 1
asked them why that was so funny. they said
1 should ask the Shasta cave troll . Towards
the end of the trip, people were getting
hungry, so they reminisced about the
outstanding lunch they had earlier in the day .

1 later learned that Louise Hose had lead
a geology trip an the "East Side of the Sierra"
an Saturday. Since 1 wasn t there 1 don't know
much about it, but my cousin the Mono Lake
troll says they spent a lot of time wandering
around the tufa towers down at the lake .

THE CONVENTION STARTS
To the folks in Porterville, this

convention was a big deal . It was the firnt
time a national convention had ever come
to town, and they really made us feel
welcome . Porterville College President, Bill
Andrews. Mayor Richard Stadtherr, and
Jennifer Lindgren and Donette Silva-Carter
from the Chamber of Commerce all came to
the opening ceremony an Monday to shake
hands with NSS President Scott Fee . Chair
Peri Frantz, and Vice Chair Lynn Fielding .

Monday night they had a Howdy Party .
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This British guy named Mark Scott was in
charge. 1 think he was a good choice . Those
Brits really know their beer . Mark could
deliver any of those Lagunitas microbrews
to my cave anytime . There was also Pabst
Blue Ribbon for those who preferred more
traditional American beers . Now trolls can't
hold their liquor very well, so after one mug-
ful, 1 went looking for something else . In
addition to lots of soda, 1 found ice tea,
lemonade, and just plain water . The party
was in the quad at the college, and the
barbeque guy set up his big open pit grill
there . Michele Richardson made sure he had
plenty for everyone and something for the
vegetarians as well . They also had lots of
serving lines, so no one had to stand in line
very long .

1 knew the band was really going to be
good because 1 watched them set up . They
had all these wires running into the building
behind them, so they could be loud . When
the guys in orange shirts finally realized 1
didn't have a badge, they chased me around,
and when they caught me, they dragged me
out of there . So 1 had to listen to Valley Fever
from outside the fence, and watch other
people dancing . 1 did notice, however, that
lots of other people really enjoyed being able
to sit around the quad far enough from the
band that they could talk without shouting .
After a while, 1 snuck back into the quiet
campground and had a conversation with
Donald Davis, who was wasn't complaining
about too much noise .

SESSIONS

Carol Vesely was in charge of the
program. That meant she had to find people
to run meetings, put an workshops, make
presentations, and do all kinds of other stuff .
She says she started several years ahead of
time and she must have been very busy .

Pat Garner's convention theme quilt,
sold at the auction
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There was so much to do that 1 had trouble
choosing between them . 1 was amazed as 1
watched her running around all week,
making sure that things were going smoothly .
She had it all so well organized that George
Veni told her "This is the first time when 1
arrived in the room to set up the Geology
session and poster session and found
everything up and running!"

One real neat thing 1 got to do was sneak
into the 3D Symposium presentations . Those
pictures were so realistic that the first time 1
saw one 1 tried to climb into the cave . Boy
was 1 surprised when my nose hit the screen .
After that 1 just watched . There were shows
all week and each one was different . All the
photographers were telling other folks how
they could make their own 3D pictures . They
talked about different types of cameras, and
film and lighting and projectors, until my
head was swimming . People were so excited
and enthusiastic that they formed a new
discussion group so they could go an talking
after the convention . You can join it even if
you weren't there . Just go to NSS3D-
subscribe@ yahoogroups .com .

My old buddy John Muir did one of the
presentations . We used to pal around the
mountains when 1 was younger. He called
them "the Range of Light," and loved them
so much he founded the Sierra Club to help
protect them. He told people all about his
life, and how he was born in Scotland, but
moved to America with his family as a child .
Then he talked about walking 1,000 miles
to the gulf, and spending a week at
Mammoth Cave Kentucky along the way .
When he came to California, he feil in love
with the mountains . There, he enjoyed
caving in both Bower Cave and Cave City
Cave, and wrote about their beauty . The
audience was enthralled, and hung an his
every word . Their shared love of the
wilderness, and concern for the environment
built an instant rapport . As cavers, they fully
understood his warning to "never be your
own canary."

Trolls worry a lot about the condition of
their caves, so 1 was quite disturbed when 1
heard about the disappearing ice in Merrill
Ice Cave. Years ago, when visiting my third
cousin, the Lava Beds cave troll, we'd hang
out in one of the ice caves to stay cool . We'd
sit by that big smooth ice floor and watch
the bats skim the surface to get a drink . But
Janet Sowers says the ice is almost all gone .
Several years ago, a small hole appeared,
with a giant air bubble under it . And the
hole's been getting bigger ever since . The
monument closed the cave to try and protect
the ice, but now they've figured out that it's
a natural process, so they're going to let it
happen .

During the week, 1 had a lot of fun
watching all the vertical goings on . There
were vertical contests, with cavers competing
to see who could climb up rope the fastest,

California wines were served at the
Western Cave Conservancy dinner

and demonstrations of European rope
techniques, mostly rebelays. On Thursday,
the vertical workshop gave people a chance
to try out a wide variety of vertical equipment
and practice their skills . John Woods, Lynn
Fielding, Bart Rowlett and a whole bunch of
other people all helped Terry Clark teach the
class . Trolls don't need to learn all this stuff .
Climbing walls comes naturally to us .

Trolls don't know much about
technology, since they don't use much of it,
but our caver friends use it, so 1 checked out
the Communications and Electronics
sessions and see what 1 could learn. Mostly
they were talking about state of the art
lighting, using the new white LEDs, and
optimizing power supplies . The guy who was
running things, Bart Rowlett, plans to do an
underground communications workshop at
next year's convention . These cavers want
to evaluate using different frequencies for
magnetic loop systems, for communicating
inside caves, and between the cave and the
surface . They also want to demonstrate radio
locations techniques between the caves and
the surface. Someday 1 may learn enough
to understand it all .

There was something new at convention
called Photoshop for Cavers . There was a
room full of computers, and people were
crowding around them learning how to use
them to improve their cave pictures . Hazel
Barton taught the beginners and Dave
Bunnell taught the people that seemed to
know something about this stuff already . The
same room had a Digital Cartography
Workshop, where Paul Burger taught
students to use a program called Canvas to
draw their cave maps . The computer made
it look kind of fun, but I'm not sure a troll
has the patience for this stuff!

Friday, the cavers did something nice
for the town . Ray Keeler wanted to
demonstrate his latest technique for
removing graffiti from caves, so the
Porterville department of public works
pointed the cavers at a bunch of painted
rocks. They had great fun blasting them with
glass beads and when they were done the
rocks looked like rocks again . No wonder the
townsfolk loved the cavers .

Keeping track of all these goings an
would have been hard without the Sierra
Sizzler . This four-page newsletter was a
different color every day . It had all the



schedule changes, and directions to events .
There was also Mandy Harter's daily cartoon
strip about a teenage caver and her friends .
The most appreciated feature was Colonel
Karst's advice column . He had lots of useful
things to say to confused cavers . Late every
night, I could see Liz Harter hunched over
her computer, putting the Sizzler together.
When she was done, she just pushed a
button, and the Sizzler mysteriously
appeared the next morning .

EVENINGS UNDER THE WESTERN SKY
Tuesday evening offered two excellent

dinners . l t was a hard choice, but 1 finally
decided an the Soiree at the Forestiere
Underground Gardens in Fresno . After a fine
shish-kabob dinner in the underground
ballroom, Baldasare Forestiere's grandson
Andre explained how his grandfather came
to dig this wonder, with its maze of bedrooms,
gardens, and even a kitchen, all etched
beneath the Central Valley hardpan . The fruit
trees grow through skylights, so you can
harvest the freit while standing an the surface .
Andre let the cavers wander through the
gardens using their own l ights . lt was very
cave-like . 1 think Baldasare Forestiere must
have been part troll . And 1 remembered to
thank Amanda Mortimer for setting it all up .

After the convention, my good friend
Abby Snow, who manages Crystal Sequoia
Cave, told me about the Crystal Geo-Que .
Katy Despain organized the combination
fajita feed and cave tour. The special-for-
cavers enhanced tour included more geology
and more history than the usual tourist tours .

Wednesday night there was an auction,
and most of the money would go to Great-
X. Of course 1 had to go . 1 tried to get into
the Western Cave Conservancy Gala too, but
1 didn't have a ticket . The WCC is the NSS's
newest conservancy. The gala was a sort of
coming-out party, with food, wine and beer,
plus a bunch of speakers. The people who
went to the Gala were very happy by the time
the auction started, and 1 watched in
amazement as they competed to spend
money an stuff. There were two fantastic
quilts . Pat Garner out here in California made
one with pictures of California caves all over
it, and Bambi Dunlap made another with bats
an it . There were also some "batty" quilted
tote bags from Pat Scheltens . There was a lot
of other stuff too, but the quilts alone brought
in nearly four thousand dollars .

By the time the auction was over, the
"campground" party was in full swing . The
Terminal Syphons were literally bouncing
around the stage, because their ad-hoc stage
extension was acting somewhat like a
trampoline . There were beer and soft drinks
for everyone who wanted them, not to
mention the ever-present free snow cones .

Thursday night's Photo Salon left me
nearly speechless, so 1'm going to let
someone else teil you about it .

THE CAMPUS AND THE QUAD
The quad at the college was full of

people day and night . l t was a great place to
sit around and talk between sessions, or to
hold informal meetings. Some people came
just to get free snow cones . There was a
machine that was always full of snow, and
lots of flavors to put an it . My favorite was
the cherry. There was also a strange flavor
called Midori . 1 don't know where they got
all that snow in the middle of the summer,
but people liked having that cold snow to
eat when it was so hot .

Cavers sure like to eat! All week long
Michele Richardson made it her own
personal mission to make sure all the cavers
were well fed. 1 already told you about the
Howdy Party, but she also did a continental
breakfast and bag lunches for the geology
field trips. The Board of Governors
complained that their continental breakfast
was too big . Michele even worked with Mary
in the kitchen to provide breakfast and lunch
to anyone who wanted it all week long .

1 had another surprise when 1 slipped
into the college library to see what they had
done with all those partitions the convention
trolls built . There was cave art all over the
place. 1 liked all the color pictures in the Print
Salon, but 1 was amazed at the black and
white prints. Somehow they capture the
feeling of a cave better than color can . The
jewelry in the Fine Arts Salon was beautiful .
lf 1 every find the right lady troll, I'm going
to buy her some. The Fine Arts Salon also
had paintings, drawings, and even some
pottery. That could be real useful . Another
useful thing was the T shirts . There was a
whole salon of them . with logos from
different grottos and regions. There were also
logos an things like pins and patches, in the
Symbolic Devices Salon . Best of all were the
labels for the Terminal Siphon Ale, the
Rockfall Ale. and the Dripstone Winery
Wines . Speaking of grottos . 1 think most of
them must put out newsletters . After looking
at all the great covers in the Graphic Art
Salon, 1 think I'm going to get a mailbox so 1
can subscribe to them . 1 wonder if the post
office will deliver to my cave .

There were some other things in the
library in addition to the Salons . The geology
posters were at one end . 1 learned a whole
lot about the mountains and the caves by
reading them. But it was the other end of
the library that grabbed my attention. John
Scheltens drafted a 36-foot long map of
Great X Cave . lt took up the whole wall .
When 1 saw it 1 knew why 1 kept looking for
lost change . 1 just had to help the NSS finish
paying for it .

Bruce Rogers also had a "non-cave
poster" an the geologic history of the
Porterville area an display . People liked it so
much that several of them offered to rip it off
the wall and take it home .

Trolls don't need maps to get around,

but a good map can give me the feel of a
cave I've never seen . So 1 headed over to
the Cartographic Salon . lt wasn't in the
library with the others, because it had the
whole art gallery to itself . The judges liked
the gallery, because they weren't bothered
by the people looking at everything else .
They said that judging gets harder each year
because the quality of the maps keeps getting
better.

Most evenings 1 hung out at the "med-
tent" talking to Dr. Roger Mortimer. and the
rest of the medical s taff. l t wasn't really a tent,
but a somewhat stuffy office in the gym, so
they kept a fan running to cool things o ff . lt
was also pretty boring, because nothing
much happened. Cavers are a pretty healthy
lot, and all that planning prevented accidents .
The staff treated little more than a few Cuts
and bruises . some insect bites . and a bunch
of sunburn .

This fellow Brice Williams came all the
way from West Virginia to set up the
Conservation Speleo-Olympics Course . You
had to be very careful to do well . Knocking
things over cost you points . 1 had a lot of fun
watching people do it . but 1 didn't try because
1 didn't want to look clumsy .

James Rice and his brother Alan Rice
set up a cave in a box . It's about 8 feet high .
The entrance is a square hole in one side,
and then you crawl through a maze until you
pop out again . 1 tested it out by sieeping in it
one night. 1 slept well, just like at home, but
1 got awakened kind of early when some kids
came crawling through . That was the biggest
problem with the box . People were always
using it .

l've known that cavers like water for a
long time. They swim in rivers . sit in hot
springs . cross underground lakes, and dive
through water-filled caves . but until this
convention, 1 didn't know that they liked to
soak in hot water so much that they would
make a hot spring if they didn t have one .
When Anmar Mirza got to the convention
he found that there was a hot tub location .
but no hot tub. The usual organizers were
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unable to come this year . and not been able
to find a substitute . He volunteered to build
one if $400 could be raised, and before you
could say "vulcano-speleology" the money
was in hand, and by Wednesday, the
charcoal-fired tub was up and running .

OTHER STUFF
Because the folks at registration couldn't

teil me how to get money for Great-X, 1
decided to look up convention treasurer Amy
Ponsetti. Maybe she could teil me where to
get some . It took a while to find her, because
she was seldom in her hidden lair . Most of
the time she was in registration, counting
money, going to the bank, taking the cash
box to consignment sales, or creating
financial reports . 1 quickly realized that some
of the hardest work that goes an at a
convention isn't in plain sight .

Because the convention was such a big
deal for the town, the newspapers were also
interested . Matt Bowers was great at
explaining to the reporters what the cavers
were doing, while keeping them from getting
in the way . Emily Hornak from the Porterville
Recorder really enjoyed covering the
convention . She even learned to tie some
knots at the vertical workshop . People
around town kept telling the cavers how
much they enjoyed reading about us in the
paper, and the cavers were pleasantly
surprised that she got most of her facts
straight as well .

Temperatures in Porterville sometimes
hit 110 during August, and convention
Organizers feared the worst . The weather troll
around here is a cantankerous old gal, and
she figured she would play a trick an the
cavers by keeping the day temperatures in
the mid-90s all week . She also let the nights
drop into the low 70s . Boy, was she surprised
when everyone liked these abnormally cold
temperatures .

Trolls live a long time, and I'm only
middle-aged as trolls go. But 1 was pleased
to meet the oldest caver at the convention .
Evelyn Bradshaw won't say how old she is,
but when 1 first saw her driving in her rental
car, peering through the steering wheel like
a low rider, with only her wrinkled hat visible,
1 thought she might be a troll herself .

The college maintenance guys were
really surprised by how neat the cavers were .
The morning after the Howdy Party, John
Roan was wandering around with a stunned
look an his face . He was heard to mutter "But
there's no trash . There's no trash. There's
nothing for us to pick up ." They were also
impressed by how well the recycling worked .
There were containers all through the
campground for glass, aluminum and plastic,
and people took their paper trash and other
stuff out to the city's recycle trailer in the
parking lot . They recycled so much that they
only needed a small dumpster for garbage
and that got emptied just about every day .
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When all was said and done, the cavers had
done it again-the college was cleaner than
it had been before they arrived .

THE JSS AND OTHER KID STUFF
The Junior Speleological Society (JSS)

kept the kids so busy all week they never
even had time to harass me . They spent a
lot of time getting wet, with whitewater rafting
trips an the Kings River and several pool
parties at the college . They even showed up
with ropes at one of my favorite haunts, a
55-foot cliff an the river. They were following
up an their vertical training with a full-day
outdoor session . Rick Bowersox and his
incredible JSS staff had so much for the 60
or so kids to do that they couldn't fit it all in .
There were caving trips, white water canoe
trips, hikes, and a trip to the local water park .
They also took tours of the Underground
Gardens and the Fresno Zoo . Many of these
activities took place in Sequoia National
Park. There were classes too! The kids even
learned how to survey and make cave maps .
They had so much fun with the cartography
that the JSS is going to do it again next year .

For the kids who were too young for
JSS, Carol Vesely put together a Family Fun
Room. This was a cooler place, out of the
sun, where parents could take their kids to
play with toys, or take a nap .

THE BANQUET
Friday night the convention closed with

a big, fancy banquet. It was amazing . There
were round tables with tablecloths scattered
all over the lawn . They had candles floating
in little dishes of rocks, real plates, and cloth
napkins with silverware an them . There were
even wineglasses with the convention logo .
Best of all, the trees all sparkled with
thousands of little lights like stars . There was
so much to eat that even a hungry troll like
me got plenty to eat. There was roast beef
and chicken, and lasagna for the vegetarians .
They had these weird things called
artichokes. You peel off the leaves, dip them
in mayonnaise and scrape them between
your teeth . It's a lot of work, but they sure

were tasty.
After dinner, we finally got to see

Colonel Karst . He was the master of
ceremonies for the program, and he marched
in with an escort of those orange-shirted
security guys . He looked just like my old
friend Doug Bradford, who is older than the
hills themselves . Then after John Scheltens
and Bob Montgomery thanked everybody
for donating to the Great X fund, they had
the gall to ask for even more . This was my
big chance . I just ran up an the stage, in front
of all those people, and gave them every cent
IM picked up that week. Then 1 got kind of
shy, so 1 hid under the stage, and listened to
all the talk about the Federal Cave Protection
Act, and the annual Society awards . Last of
all, Peri Frantz and Lynn Fielding passed an
their hats as convention chair and vice-chair
to surrogates for next year's chairs, John
Wilkerson and Jean DeVries . Suddenly it was
all over. No more convention .

Now that it's over, I'm kind of sad . 1 think
I'll go to the convention in Marquette,
Michigan next year . 1 want to see all that
underground radios stuff, and learn more
about caves in other parts of the world . So 1
think I'li call my great aunt, the Horseshoe
Bay Cave Troll, in Door County Wisconsin,
and visit her an the way . By then 1 should
know a lot more about computers .

1 want to thank Peri Frantz and Lynn
Fielding for helping write this trip report . Peri
and Lynn said 1 should also be sure to thank
the entire convention staff. They said that
many more people deserve to be mentioned
than can be included in my trip report . They
are, however, going to put a more complete
list an the convention website at
www.nss2003 .com. It's also going to have
more pictures from the convention . In
addition, we want to thank the staff at
Porterville College, the City of Porterville,
and Crystal Sequoia Cave Staff, and the
Forestiere family at the Underground
Gardens. They were all wonderful . If you
were at the convention, we hope you
enjoyed it, and if you weren't, we hope you
wish you were .

Many people visited the "Range of Light, " the Sierra Nevada . Participants in Louise
Hose's geology field trip pause at a viewpoint of the rugged Minarets, left .



Slide Salon
Chairs: Ray Cofe & Cady Souhup

This year there were 384 slides submitted from 16 photographers . Of
these, 216 were accepted for display during the Photo Salon slide
program . The judges were Chip Clark, Ward Foeller, and Ron
Simmons .

Best of Show (medal)
Block & Light by Bernard Szukalski
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Up Against the Stream by Peter & Ann Bosted
Out an a Limb by Peter & Ann Bosted
Drawn Curtains by Peter & Ann Bosted
As Good As Gold by Peter & Ann Bosted
Using the Line of Least Resistance by Peter & Ann Bosted
In the Limelight by Peter & Ann Bosted
Red Wall Straws by Dave Bunnell
Sculpted Canyon by Dave Bunnell
Sierran Sunbeam by Dave Bunnell
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
Eye-Opener by Peter & Ann Bosted
Keyhole Passage by Peter & Ann Bosted
In Deep Water by Peter & Ann Bosted
Footloose and Fancy Free by Peter & Ann Bosted
A Psychological Belay by Peter & Ann Bosted
Bed of Pearls by Peter & Ann Bosted
Sauouring the Bacon by Peter & Ann Bosted
Way Out by Peter & Ann Bosted
The View from the Gallery by Peter & Ann Bosted
That Caps It by Peter & Ann Bosted
Runner Up by Peter & Ann Bosted
Beaten by the Drops by Peter & Ann Bosted
Kathy by Stal-Bounce Light by Dave Bunnell
Wall of Straws by Dave Bunnell
Soggy Ascent by Dave Bunnell
Flogt Passage by Dave Bunnell
Cricket Sipping Through Straw by Kevin T. Glover
Getting a Little Wet by Joe E. Levinson
Esophagus by Ed McCarthy
Canyon Climb by Bernard Szukalski
A Pause to Admire by Bernard Szukalski
Following the Blind Fish by Bernard Szukalski

Print Salon
Chairman: Ann Bosted

This year there were 87 entries from 15 photographers, a decrease
from the 106 from last year. They were judged in the following three
categories:

TRADITIONAL COLOR PRINT CATEGORY

Best of Show (medal)
Flower by Karst Features (Michael Queen, Stuart Kogod & Jack
Soman)
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Cottonwood Caue by Karst Features
Virgin Caue by Karst Features
Abstract Meanderings by Karst Features
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
Wondering in Windymouth, W VA by Ira Sasowsky
Mike's Vantage Point by Kenneth Storey
Back to the Light by Joe Levinson

NSS Salon Summary 2003
BLACK & WHITE PRINT CATEGORY

Best of Show (medal)
Icetites and Coldmites by Robert Coomer
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Caught in the Ice Caue's Grasp by Robert Coomer
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
Cold Crossing by Kevin Downey

DIGITAL COLOR PRINT CATEGORY
Best of Show (medal)
Jewel of the Jewel Box by Dave Bunnell
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Molting by Kevin Downey
Beam me Up, Scotty by Willie Hunt and Tim Curtis
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
Caue Encounters by Robert Coomer
Its So Hard to Get Good Heip These Days by Robert Coomer
Hazel Eyes the Big One by Dave Bunnell
Only Way In by Dave Bunnell
The Dragon's Throat by Dave Bunnell
Kentucky Ceiling Maze by Kevin Downey
Wet Lip, Cascade Ocho by Kevin Downey

Many thanks to Ralph Earlandson, Iris Heusler. Brian Houha, Mike
Taylor and Norm Thompson for judging .
Thanks also to Peter Bosted, Jacques Chabert. Marie-Ange Chabert .
Dave Kesner and Rene Scherer for their assistance .

Video Salon
Chairman: Alex Sprout

Best of Show (medal)
Water's Journey: Hidden Rivers of Florida, Jill Heinerth, producer :
© 2003 Karst Productions

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION

Merit Award
Water's Journey: Hidden Rivers of Florida, Jill Heinerth, producer;
© 2003 Karst Productions
Honorable Mention
Stonewalled an Fisht, Tony Cook, producer; © 2001

AMATEUR DIVISION
Merit Award
None
Honorable Mention
Paradise Passage, Charles Breite . producer ; © 2003
The Greatest Caver: Floyd Collins. David Socky, producer: © 2002
Hodag VideoProductions

Judges: James F "Jim" McConkey III. Joseph G. "Tray" Murphy, and
Benjamin "Benjy" Von Cramon .

Multi-image Program Salon
Chairman: Bruce Bannerman

This marked the first year that computer-based programs were
included in the salon, formerly limited to slide film-based programs .
There were two entrants .

Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
Californacopia, by Dave Bunnell

Judges: Ray Cole, Don Conover. Karen Kastning, and Bill Liebman
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T-Shirt Salon
Chairman : Kim Fleischmann

A total of 33 T shirt designs were entered this year, more than double
the number of entries received and judged in 2002 . Although some
of the T shirts had front and back designs that were judged as a single
entry, one entrant asked that the front be judged separately from the
back. The designs were evaluated for impact, artistic rendition . caver
appeal. and technical quality .

Best of Show (medal)
Central Alabama Grotto (back) by David Clark and Central Alabama
Grotto members

Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Desert Dog Troglodytes by Jim Cruch and Doug Billings
Pine Mountain Grotto by Kenneth Storey
I Surviued Western Regional 2002 by Doug Billings and Desert Dog
Troglodytes
Fall 2002 MVOR by Brian McAllister and Mark Andrich
Central Alabama Grotto (back) by Central Alabama Grotto members
Birmingham Grotto by Glenn Mills
Rat-O-Saurus Rex, Caue and Let Caue by Ryan G

Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
Adapted International Cauer by Thomas Haskett
MAR 50 "' Anniuersary by Dean Snyder
Mother Lode Grotto 40 Years by Marianne Russo and John
Hargreaves
San Diego Grotto by San Diego Grotto members
Great Expectations by Bonnie Curnock
Range of Light, Realms of Darkness, 2003 NSS Convention by Bill
Papke
Rockfall Ale by John Woods
Caue Diuing Section 30"' Anniuersary by Jill Yager and Beth Murphy

Judges: Frank Herceg, Craig Hindman, Russ Kennedy, Ricki Sheldon

Medal-winning design from the back of the CAG t-shirt
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Symbolic Emblem Salon
Chairman: Kim Fleischmann

A total of 16 symbolic emblem designs were entered this year, an
increase from 2002's 10 entries . The designs were created an a wide
variety of media including stickers, decals, patches, beer and wine
labels, calendars, flags and banners, a guitar strap, a key chain, and a
hooked rug. The 2003 NSS Convention logo collection (pin, patch,
decal, beer mug, wine glass, cloth bag, and magnet) was entered and
judged as a single entry . The designs were evaluated for impact, artistic
rendition, caver appeal, and technical quality .

Best of Show (medal)
Rockfall Ale and Terminal Siphon Ale beer labels by John Woods

Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Mother Lode Grotto hooked rug by Ted Zarr
Caue Diuing Section pewter key chain by Cave Diving Section
members
Alternate View, a hand-embroidered patch by Lisa Rhodes

Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
Range of Light, Realms of Darkness, 2003 NSS Convention Logo
Collection by Bill Papke
Dripstone Vineyards wine labels by John Woods
Mother Lode Grotto (a .k.a . Mammoth Lunch Grotto) "Got Lunch?"
flog by Gayiety Hasbrouck
Mother Lode Grotto banner by Gayiety Hasbrouck

Judges: Frank Herceg, Craig Hindman, Russ Kennedy, Ricki Sheldon

John Woods' medal-winning beer labels

Cartographic Salon
Chairman: Rod Horrochs

A total of 30 cartographers entered 53 maps in this year's salon,
representing caves frorn 16 states and 5 countries . These caver
cartographers submitted 29 maps in the Apprentice Category,
15 maps in the Experienced Category, 7 maps in the Master/Pro
Category and two just for display. Not only were there an
incredible number of entries this year, but the quality of the
firnt time entrants in the Apprentice Category was noticeably
higher. We gave out 15 ribbons this year, including two medals
(best of show) . This year's salon was held in one of the nicest
facilities we have had at recent conventions . George Dasher
assisted with this year's cartographic salon and he will be the
chairman of the 2004 Salon .



APPRENTICE CATEGORY
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Krem Maw Rang Naisaw #2 by Stan Allison
Pahihi Gulch Cave by Bernard Szukalski
Short Cave by Micala Evans
Spirit River Cave by Glen Malliet
Systems Key Cave by Krupa Patel
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
Ponderosa Cave by Heather McDonald
Half Hill Cave by Mark Gee

EXPERIENCED CATEGORY

Medal Award
Lilburn Cave Atlas by Peter Bosted
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Campbell Coon Cave by Dan Henry
Cueva des Setzol by Nancy Pistole
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
High Hopes, Lech by Paul Burger
The Promised Land, Lech by Robin Barber

MASTER/PRO CATEGORY

Medal Award
Fairy Cave by Hazel Barton
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Admirals Cave by Bob Richards
Zina Cave by Carlene Allred

Judges: Jim Kennedy, Pat Kambesis, Nancy Pistole, Bob Richards,
Lee Florea, & Gordon Birkhimer

Graphic Arts Salon
Chairman: Don Martin
PHOTOGRAPHIC COVERS

Best of Show (medal)
GEORGIA UNDERGROUND (Vol . 38, No . 2)
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
INTERCOM (Vol . 38, No. 2)
INTERCOM (Vol 38, No . 3)
INTERCOM (Vol . 38, No. 6)
NITTANY GROTTO NEWS (Vol. 48, No. 2)
SPELEOSPACE (August, 2002)
WEST VIRGINIA CAVER (Vol . 21, No . 1)
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
BIRMINGHAM GROTTO NEWSLETTER (Vol . 32, No . 2)
CIG NEWSLETTER (Vol. 46, No. 4)
GEORGIA UNDERGROUND (Vol . 37, No . 2)
INDIANA CAVE SURVEY NOTEBOOK (June, 2002)
INDIANA CAVE SURVEY NOTEBOOK (September, 2002)
IKC UPDATE (#65)
LOYALHANNA TROGLODYTE (Vol . 15, No. 1)
NITTANY GROTTO NEWS (Vol. 48, No . 4)

NON-PHOTOGRAPHIC COVERS
Best of Show (medal)
ELECTRIC CAVER (Vol . 42, No . 4)
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
CARBIDE COURIER (Vol . 10, No . 7)
CARBIDE COURIER (Vol. 11, No . 5)
ELECTRIC CAVER (Vol . 42, No . 8)
MET GROTTO NEWS (Vol . 52, No . 10)
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
KARST CHRONICLE (Vol . 4, No . 3)

MERAMEC CAVER (Vol . 33, No . 8)
MERAMEC CAVER (Vol . 33, No . 10)

COMPUTER ENHANCED/MANIPULATED COVERS

Best of Show (medal)
ELECTRIC CAVER (Vol . 42, No . 5)
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
ELECTRIC CAVER (Vol . 42, No . 7)
ELECTRIC CAVER (Vol . 42, No . 10)
MET GROTTO NEWS (January 2002)
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
CARBIDE COURIER (Vol. 10, No . 11)
ELECTRIC CAVER (Vol . 42. No . 9)
ILLUMINATIONS (Issue #5)
KARST-O-RAMA (Program)
LOYALHANNA TROGLODYTE (Vol . 15. No . 2)

Judges: Aaron Atz (Corydon . IN), Scott Fee (Greenwood . IN) .
Bill Deane (Knoxville, TN), Sally Hand (Phoenix, AZ), Cricket
Haygood (Knoxville, TN), Lois Lyles (Albuquerque, NM), Don R .
Martin (Las Cruces, NM-Chair)

Cave Ballad Salon
Chairman: Barbara am Ende

Best of Show (medal)
Cauing with Jesus, by Steve Boehm (Original)
Merit Award (blue ribbon)
Cauing in Space, by Marian McConnell (Original)
Wake Up Boys, by Andrew Howe (Original)
Honorable Mention (green ribbon)
California Caues, by Dave Bunnell (Traditional)
Mr. Micrograuity, by Chris & Courtney Printz (Original)
Interior Cowboy, by Frank McDonough (Original)

Judges : Sherrye Dobrin, Mike Frazier. Dale Pate, Harny Harnage,
and John Harah
Thanks to Doug Bradford for making the flowstone record awards .

Caving with Jesus
by Steve t3oehm, 2003

Do you think that you'll ever go caving again, said my wife at the old antique Store,
We had spotted a 40 year old carbide lamp . got me thinking about caving once more,
1 used to go underground all of the time . had to know where each dark passage led .
Now I'm so busy most all of the time . might not get underground 'til I'm dead .

Chorus :
Then 1'U go caving with Jesus and we'U go where he pleases, he might have a good lead or twa
And then 1 was thinking I'd ask Abraham Lincoln to run compass an our best survey crew,
I'm going to find Jesee James, well play wild poker games . 1'11 find the cave where his
treasure is hid.
Then me and Mark Twain, well hop a northbound freight train, and go caving just like
Tom Sawyer did .

Do you think that you'II ever go caving again said my best old speleo friend,
We had mapped many miles of passage together and pushed crawlways to their bitter end,
My friend, he still caves, and he rants and he raves, about how things areri t how they used to be,
With all the new fangled lights and political fights . hell be happier caving with me .

Chorus

Do you thing that you'll ever go caving again, said myself to myself one dark night,
And 1 answered myself, you will or you wori t, and either way it will all be all right,
Those old cave memories are some of my favorites, l'll treasure them 'til the day when,
Load me into the hearse, well all sing the last verse . and I'll go underground once again .
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The NSS recognized several members
at the Porterville, California Convention for
their contributions to the Society's goals of
exploration, scientific study, artistic
expression, and conservation of caves .

Hazel E . Medville received the
William J. Stephenson Outstanding Service
Award for 2003 . Hazel has been actively
caving for four decades, surveying over 50
miles of cave in Randolph, Pocahontas,
Monroe. and Greenbrier Counties in West
Virginia, plus over 47 miles of lava tube in
Hawaii. She was also active in cave surveys
in Wyoming and Colorado . She co-authored
three bulletins of the West Virginia
Speleological Survey : Caves of Randolph
County, Caves and Karst Hydrology in
Northern Pocahontas County, and Caves and
Karst of Randolph County. For these publi-
cations, she wrote introductory material and
cave descriptions, handled the budgets, and
for the 1995 report did the layouts and
coordinated the printing contracts and other
administrative details. At the national level,
she was the NSS Cave Files Chairman, a
director an the NSS Board of Governors, and
a member of the 1976 NSS Convention
Committee for Morgantown, WV During the
1980s she was acting NSS Administrative
Vice President, organizer of a weeklong pre-
International Congress caving camp in West
Virginia, Chairman of the 1981 NSS Mini-
Convention in Bowling Green Kentucky,
Program Chairman for the 1983 NSS
Convention in Elkins West Virginia, and
Chairman of the NSS Program and Activities
Committee . In the 1990s, she served as
director of the NSS Education Division . At
the present time, she is a director of the West
Virginian Speleological Survey and a director
of the Hawaii Speleological Survey . She also
serves as Editor of the Hawaii Speleological
Survey Newsletter. She has served as the
NSS President pro Tem since 1999 and also
serves as Chairman of the Government
Liaison Committee .

The Society bestowed Honorary
Membership to James R. Goodbar . Jim
started his caving in Texas as a member of
the Dallas-Forth Worth Grotto, but very
quickly extended his caving activities to most
of the U .S . and later to the world . He was
part of the old Guadalupe Cave Survey and
continued with the group as they merged
with the Cave Research Foundation . He has
caved in Spain, France . Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, Switzerland, Romania,
Germany, Austria, Greece and China . He has
served an the NSS Board of Governors and
the NSS Conservation Committee . He is a
member of the Cave Research Foundation,
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the American Cave Conservation
Association, and is the Senior Technical
Specialist for Caves in the Bureau of Land
Management. He has worked with the
Bureau of Land Management's national
training center to develop the bureau-wide
cave management training course . He has
contributed to the development and
implementation of the Federal Caver
Resources Protection Act . Jim has been a
steadfast advocate for cave conservation,
protection, and visitor use for caves an
government lands .

The Lew Bicking Award is presented to
a caver who has demonstrated a dedication
to the thorough exploration and mapping of
a cave or group of caves . Receiving the
award this year was Jim Chester . Jim has
been persistent in the exploring and mapping
of many caves in Montana for thirty years,
including major caves such as French Creek,
Bighorn, and the imposing Lost Creek
Siphon. The alpine caves are most accessible
in the early spring before the snowmelt . This
requires long hikes an skis or snowshoes with
thirty-pound packs just to get to the caves .
Jim has been and still is the contact for
Montana caving. He continues to promote
exploration in Montana by leading
expeditions and advising the new generation
of alpine cavers .

Larry King was this year's
Conservation Award recipient . In 1992-93,
climbers placed bolts in Central Oregon
Caves . Larry worked with the US Forest
Service and the Bureau of Land
Management to develop management plans
and to remove the bolts . He encouraged area
grottos and the Western Region to write
letters endorsing the management
recommendations . He undertook extensive
photographic documentations of chalk
impact at Skeleton Cave, Hidden Forest and
Charcoal Cave, and made a detailed map of
Pictograph showing the cultural resource
sites . As a result of his efforts, the cave
resources are protected and the bolts have
been removed .

The Science Award was presented to
Dr. Paolo Forti . Paolo Forti is past president
of the Italian Speleological Society, the
Commission of Physico-Chemistry and
Hydrogeology of the International Union of
Speleology, and president of the International
Union of Speleology. He co-authored both
editions of Caue Minerals of the World . As
an active caver for over thirty years, he has
studied caves in over 40 countries, including
the gypsum caves of the United States . His
interests include seismotectonic and
paleoseismic analyses from speleothems,

speleogenesis and speleomorphology,
morphological and genetic study of
speleothems and cave minerals, karst
hydrogeology, and karst preservation .

George Dasher received the Spelean
Arts and Letters Award . George was co-
editor of a Survey Bulletin an the Caves of
the Buckeye Creek Basin and more recently
an Caves of Pendleton County. He has been
an editor and major contributor to the West
Virginia Caver since its inception in 1983 and
he has edited and published two convention
guidebooks. George has served in the
positions of Chairman and Coordinator of
the NSS Cartography Salon, promoting
improvements in cartography . He was editor
of On Station, the textbook for cave
surveying. He has received many awards for
his cartography and produced 55 cave maps .

Certificates of Merit are awarded for
specific accomplishments in cave
exploration, conservation, or contributions,
which further the goals of the NSS .

Peter Bosted received a Certificate of
Merit for "Cartography Innovations in
Lilburn Cave, California ." As chief
cartographer for Lilburn Cave, Peter has
developed the cartography system for this
three-dimensional maze with passage
junctions about every five survey stations .
The software displays the cave data in five
layers : the line plot, passage outline, details
and Cross sections, scale and location detail,
and a filled-in version of the passage .

Annette and Mark Long received a
Certificate of Merit for "Relief from Mining
Impacts to Manatee Spring Cave ." Annette
and Mark led the effort to stop pollution of
the water resources of Manatee Spring Cave
by a lime mine operation. They were able to
secure a county ordinance to protect the
ground water of Manatee Spring Cave .

The Nashville Grotto received a
Certificate of Merit for "The Effort to Save
Spencer Mountain Caves ." The proposed
sewage treatment plant would have dumped
treated sewage in the limestone gorge of Dry
Fork Creek, which flows approximately 6
miles under the Spencer Mountain portion
of the Cumberland Plateau . The Nashville
grotto led the successful effort to prevent the
use of sinking streams for disposal of effluent .

The James G . Mitthell Award is
presented to an NSS member under the age
of 25 for the best scientific paper presented
at the convention . Katie Schneider
received the award for her paper "The
Biogeography of the Subterranean
Invertebrate Fauna of West Virginia ."

The American Spelean History
Association presents the Peter M . Hauer



Jim Goodbar (L) receiving the Honorary Membership award
from Ron Kerbo

Dan Snyder receiving the Peter M. Hauer
Spelean History A ward from Cato Holler

George Dasher, recipient of the Spelean
Arts and Letters Award

Peter Bosted and John Hoffelt of
Nashville Grotto with Certificates of Merit

Katie Schneider, recipient of the
James G. Mitchell award for her cave
biology paper

Hazel Medville (L) receiving the William J . Stephenson
Outstanding Service Award from Linda Baker Devine

Jim Chester receiving the Lew Bicking
A ward from Pat Kambesis

Larry King receiving the Conservation
A ward from Barbara am Ende
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Spelean History Award each year to an
individual for outstanding work in the field
of cave history. This year's recipient of the
Peter M . Hauer Spelean History Award was
Dan Snyder for his outstanding research and
documentation of the caves of the Mother
Lode region of California. He authored the
"Preliminary History of Calaveras Natural
Bridges" in last month's NSS News

2003 NSS FELLOWS
The NSS bestows the title of Fellow of

the NSS an members who, over a number of
years, have exemplified through their actions
their dedication to the goals of the Society .
Honored with Fellowships this year were :

Bob Alderson, Mark Bowers, Faye
Bowersox, Rick Bowersox, Bambi Dunlap,
Annette Engel, Joey Fagan, Brian Galbraith,
Kevin Harris, Eric Hendrickson, Bob Jefferys,
Peter Jones, Jo Ellen Kimmel, Rick Lambert,
Brian Leavell, Roger Mortimer, Bill Overton,
Bob Pape, Megan Porter, Andy Reeder, Pat
Shaw, Mark Skove, Jerry Trout, Mike Warner,
Jim West, and Clarence Williams .

The NSS Conservation Section
presented the section award to the
Peppersauce Cave Conservation Project .

Never too old to go vertical : Rope Climbing Contest 2003
Terry & Jenny C(ark

The 2003 contest was a success
because of all who helped . Thanks to
everyone who helped-we couldn't have
done it without you .

Roy Barton, a 79-year-young man,
broke his own world record. He climbed the
120-meter sit-stand in 14 :04 .2, trimming his
2001 time by 1 minute and 3 seconds . Great
Job, Roy! This should challenge all of us to
keep in shape and go vertical . We hope to
see more people competing in the vertical
tontest next year.

We would like to thank the custodians
for keeping the school gym cool and for
always checking to see if we needed
anything .

We missed Bill and Miriam this year!
We realize how hard you have worked to
put this an every year. Thanks for all your
help this year.

We hope to see you all in Michigan in
2004 .

Women's 30 Meter Mechanical
Age 30-39
Amy Bern	1 :05 .1
Age 50-59
Eileen Belan	3:56.2
Age 60-69
Chris Southam	2:51 .7
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Seventeen of th

Women's 120 Meter Mechanical
Age 40-49
Karole Ward	14:59.0

Women's 30 Meter Sit-stand
Age 13-16
Cassie Roberts	3:32.9
Age 20-29
Elizabeth Covington	3:20.3 AGR
Age 30-39
Betty Loyd	6 :13.2
Age 40-49
Iris Heusler	3 :51 .3 AGR

Men's 30 Meter Mechanical
Age 17-19
Bryan Boehle	1 :45 .9
Age 20-29
Ed Kehs	0:32 .4
Age 40-49
Lindsay McKinley	0:54.0
Age 50-59
Dick LaForge	1 :12 .6
Age 60-69
Roger Brown	1 :50.0
Age 70-79
Vance Nelson	5:40.0

Men's 120 Meter Mechanical
Age 20-29
Ed Kehs	4:59.9

26 who were designated n

	

w

ew NSS Fellows for 2003

Age 40-49
Lindsay McKinley	5:42 .5
Age 50-59
Jim Goodbar	7:09.3

Men's 30 Meter 3-Knot Prusik
Age 20-29
Ed Kehs	4:41 .7

Men's 30 Meter Sit-stand
Age 13-16
Andy Dillon	2:24.6 AGR
Age 17-19
Wesley Schmacher	1:32.9 AGR
Age 20-29
Justin Shaw	1:30.6 AGR
Age 30-39
Mike Frazier	1:54.4 AGR
Age 40-49
Matt Oliphant	1 :18.5 AGR

Men's 120 Meter Sit-stand
Age 20-29
Matt Covington	9 :15.2 AGR
Age 30-39
Stan Allison	8:39.1 AGR
Age 70-79
Roy Barton	14:04.2 AGR

A.G .R.=Age Group Record



Thanks to the tireless energy,
unwavering dedication to underground art,
and creative talents of Carolina Shrewsbury,
the NSS Fine Arts Salon was established in
1998 at the Sewanee, Tennessee
Convention. Under her mentorship, the NSS
FAS continued to flourish in Idaho, Kentucky,
and West Virginia. Despite a life-threatening
illness, Carolina kept the flame alive ; and
although unable to attend, provided
invaluable advice and assistance to Bill
Greenwald (thanks!), who organized the
Amateur Art Workshop at the NSS 2002
Convention in Maine . 1 know 1 could not have
chaired this Salon without Carolina's
indefatigable leadership, and literally her
"blood, sweat, and tears ."

This year, Carolina spent countless hours
in preparation; managing the entry forms,
phoning artists, scanning artwork, and
working through e-mail to make sure that the
FAS became a reality . l'd like to also thank
Glen Mills and Martha Hendrix who were
instrumental in getting the pieces hung this
year. Lynn Fielding and Iris Heusler made
sure the FAS was in a nice facility with
everything that we needed . William
Shrewsbury was also an invaluable member

CAVING, CLIMBING, & RESCUE EQUIPMENT

Get the gear!

Over
1,500
items

in
stock
now

We
ship
the
day
you
order

Order by mai!, phone,
fax or an the web!

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM AT :
5715 Lee-Jackson Highway
Greenville VA Z444o-9727
(540) 377-2690 irno(&cave..org
http://www.caves.org/imo

FINE ARTS SALON
Marian McConne«

of the team .
Thanks to everyone who helped!
The following 14 artists exhibited :
Charlotte Richards, Wolf Anning,

Vittoria Curl, Shea Moss, Peter Jones, Janet
Vineyard, lan Ellis Chandler, Hester
Mallonee, Glenn Mills, Marian McConnell,
Lois Lyles, Carolina Shrewsbury, Tamara
Hughes, and Stephanie Meinke .

Judges this year were Eleanor Larson
(who coordinated the judging), Marianne
Russo, and Kristen Ankiewicz .

The winners were :
Carolina Shrewsbury-Merit-

Realistic Art-"Trees"

Charlotte Richards-Merit-Abstract
Art-"Window to Caving Splendor"

Stephanie Meinke-Merit-Black &
White-"Ascent to the Light"

Vittoria Curl-Merit-3D-"Spelunca
Argentae 1"

Stephanie Meinke-Best in Show-
"Joined in Time" (pictured below)

The Fine Arts Salon is looking forward
to a great exhibit in Michigan, 2004 . You can
find information about next year's Salon an
the NSS website, or contact Marian
McConnell at (540) 966-1345 or e-mail
threecavrsCaol .com or Carolina Shrewsbury
(423) 326-3316 CarolinaChawaiiflow .com

"Joined in Time"fby Stephanie Meinke was awarded Best in Show
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In the Limelioht . bv Peter and Ann Bosted, shows Uoiiatn, in Gottonwood Gave, New Mexico .

SALON GALLERY
Presenting six of the Merit Award Win-

ning Slides from the 2003 Slide Salon
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Cave Trips During the 2003 Convention : A Review and Discussion
Joe( Despain

"1 don't like these people . 1 don't want
to be a caver."-uttered by a Crystal Cave
tour guide an the Wednesday of convention
week . While this quote may have been
generated during a stressful moment, it is
clear that different people had different
reactions to the Porterville Convention . This
article will take an honest look at the cave
trip problems from the 2003 Convention in
an attempt to raise awareness and to
challenge the Society and its members to do
better . There are no easy answers to these
problems, but their reality cannot be ignored
by cave managers who are charged with
protecting caves . Things could have gone far
worse during the 2003 Convention and most
incidents were very minor . Nevertheless,
such problems do lead to an increased risk
of an injury or cave damage and can be
difficult, expensive, and time consuming to
manage .

This year's convention featured caves
in National Parks, National Monuments, and
State Forests . Not surprisingly, these caves
have many restrictions and rules. Caves in
the Sierra Nevada Mountains can also be
vertical, very cold, with many tight squeezes,
loose breakdown, and tricky climbs .
California cavers also encouraged us to take
a careful approach during convention . Many
local cavers wanted to be sure that their
weekend caves were not damaged or harmed
during convention. These cavers encouraged
us to use multiple trip leaders, to create an
on-line questionnaire for cavers going an
trips, and to be sure that flagging was in place
where appropriate .

The convention staff realized that
communicating all of this information to
cavers was critical in order to have successful
trips that were safe and caused no damage .
To that end, detailed information an the
caves, the trips, and the rules was posted an
the convention web site, an the trips
information board in Porterville, and was
handed to people along with driving and
hiking instructions. Our communication
campaign also included two articles in the
NSS News and a trip Information desk staffed
with local cavers who know the caves .
Nevertheless, some people apparently did
not get the word .

Next, 1 have included a few qualifiers . I
want people to understand the scope and
intent of this article .

1 am writing this article as an NSS
member. These comments have no
relationship to the policies of my employer,
the National Park Service .

In no way am 1 attacking the NSS and
its amazing history of cave and karst
conservation and protection . The caver
restoration and protection work done in

Sequoia and Kings Canyon by NSS members
constitutes many thousands of hours of
critical volunteer efforts. And these West
Coast projects are only the tip of the iceberg
of what the NSS has accomplished
nationwide .

The trips staff from the 2003 Convention
in no way claims innocence . We made plenty
of mistakes . The Millerton Cave directions
were bad, we ran out of directions for some
caves, and forced people to adjust to last
minute schedule changes, etc .

Many, many trips went great . There was
absolute minimal cave damage, no
underhanded activities, and everyone had a
good time .

The cave trips for this convention were
not convenient to Porterville or for cavers .
Lots of rules, restrictions and limits, and long
drives and hikes stand in contrast to some
other conventions where caves are close and
wide open .

Finally, and most importantly, there were
no cave rescues, no life-threatening injuries
and no significant formations or cave features
were damaged . Although 1 am sure that a bit
of popcorn was crunched, and some soils
further compacted during the week . The park
came close to meeting its goal of no injuries
and minimal impact to park caves .

Here is a sampling of incidents during
the week . These accounts are based an
interviews with numerous trip leaders, the
Crystal Cave staff, and from accounts by park
employees .

Approximately 40% of all people signed
up for trips never showed up and an at least
4 trips, no one showed up at all, wasting the
trip leaders' time . This was a bigger problem
at the beginning of the week. The no-shows
prevented coveted spaces an the trips from
being available to other NSS members .

Cavers soon realized that
communications between Porterville and trip
leaders in the mountains were nearly
impossible . On many trips, particularly late
in the week, cavers (some from the waiting
lists and some not) arrived at trip meeting
sites and informed the trip leader they were
an the trip in an attempt to get a space . This
put the trip leaders, fellow NSS members, in
the very difficult position of forcing some
people off of some trips .

By Saturday, Soldiers reeked of urine,
and no peeing is allowed in this cave .

There were reports of cavers crossing
flagging and going places they were told not
to enter throughout the week .

People grabbed and touched formations
that were clearly off limits .

One person arrived at 42 °F Lilburn
Cave with a handheld flashlight, no helmet,
shorts, and worn-out tennis shoes, expecting

to enter the cave .
People entered multiple-pitch vertical

caves without their own vertical gear,
violating park rules .

Trip leaders were cursed at for not
providing rides for cavers .

While most NSS cavers seemed to enjoy
Crystal Cave, and the cave crew enjoyed
most cavers, the staff dealt with a number of
rude and condescending individuals who
were loud during tours . expected to be able
to travel off-trail during tours, were late for
tours and argued with staff. and who became
angry when they were not given a space an
fully booked off-trail trips . By Thursday . the
Crystal Cave staff was managing cavers with
techniques generally reserved for Boy Scouts :
the cavers were singled out at the beginning
of the tour and were told that they were being
held to a high standard of behavior .

The week culminated at Crystal Cave
when a member of the NSS Board of
Governors told the Cave Manager, Abby
Snow (a NSS member) that she didn t know
what she was talking about with caver
problems during the week and that tours at
the cave were poor and did not educate
people about caves .

There were two near rescues . both
potentially serious . In Church Cave a caver
became exhausted and was literally carried
for hours by the rest of their party in order to
exit the cave . Another caver broke a hand in
two places in Crystal 67 during a fall and
underwent surgery the week after
convention .

Of course. these incidents boil down to
a couple of unlucky cavers . a few fools, and
a somewhat larger group of the arrogant and
rude . 1 would be surprised if when added
together all of these individuals constitute
more than 5% of the total attendees at the
2003 Convention (excluding the no-shows
for trips) . Most cavers were competent and
respectful .

Unfortunately, however . the old adage
is true : It does take only one person to cause
irreparable damage to a cave or to cause a
rescue in the middle of convention . We came
dose to both of these things in 2003 .

Cavers have long expected high
standards for the protection of caves an
federal land . The Federal Cave Resources
Protection Act is just one example of this
important effort . But, now it seems that those
standards developed by NSS members are
potentially beyond the reach of the NSS
Convention . As a land managen, 1 would be
remiss in my responsibilities and potentially
violating the law if 1 did not consider these
problems in planning and managing any

(concluded an page 323)
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SPELIE SP
Cauers are fortunate in getting to know

bats better than most anyone eise.
In the post 20 years great strides in

knowledge about the cave-dwelling, flying
mammal haue been made, primarily due to
the work of Bat Conservation International.

Jim "Crash"
Kennedy
NSS #26791 FE SU

How did you get the name of Crash?
Friends in college used to call me that,

but the name really stuck when 1 got injured
during a bat count in 1987 . We were in
Canoe Creek Mine in Pennsylvania, the last
known place in the state where the federally
endangered Indiana bats were still known . It
is an abandoned limestone mine that
intersected numerous entranceless caves .
Nobody had censused the site in over a
decade. 1 was working for the Pennsylvania
Garne Commission (PGC) then, doing lots
of winter bat counts, bat house work, and
other non-game inventory. Since the site is
in a state park, we had a pretty large
contingent of state folks following us around .
On that trip we just found another few
hundred Indiana bats in a high ceiling
channel with the aid of a portable spotlight .
The last place we wanted to check was a 60-
foot natural pit accessed by a blasted window
25 feet up one of the mine walls. Cal
Butchkoski and 1, being the only two real
cavers in the group, rigged a double cable
ladder with a belay line and went down the
pit . Cal was counting one Cluster of bats and
1 was crossing a breakdown slope to another
cluster when the whole dang thing collapsed
under me . 1 tumbled and feil 20-some feet,
landing an my ass with huge boulders
plopping down all around me . After things
settled, 1 knew 1 wasn't paralyzed but that 1
sure couldn't get out of the cave an my own .
Cal called up to our belayer at the top of the
pit, who relayed the message to the park folk
who radioed down to the office. We had a
litter, blankets, and hot packs there within 1/
2 hour. My friends from the Nittany Grotto
Cave Rescue Squad were an their way. The
entire rescue took about 6 1/2 hours and
involved over 200 people, and had too many
things going an to describe in this short
space . 1 was credited with running the first
45 minutes of the rescue, as the most
experienced rescuer an site . The bottom line
was that 1 broke both sides of my pelvis,
besides the multiple contusions, abrasions,
and lacerations. 1 lost three units of blood
from internal injuries, and was listed as
critical when they got me out of the mine .
The name really stuck after that, even from
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friends that didn't know of the nickname
previously.

You moved to Texas from TAG . How did
that happen?

1 worked for the PGC for about eight
years. During the last two we co-sponsored
annual Bat Conservation and Management
workshops with Bat Conservation
International. It was great getting to meet
Merlin Tuttle and other BCI staffers . In 1995
Merlin was recruiting for several positions at
BCI, and invited three of us to interview. 1
was the only one who did . Now all my friends
kid me that if there was ever a perfect job
invented for me, this was it .

Please teil me the history of Dr. Merlin
Tuttle and Bat Conservation
International .

This could be an article by itself . Merlin
started BCI in 1982 in Milwaukee . As a
mammalogist interested in bats, he was
seeing dramatic declines in many of the
populations he was studying . After
encountering reluctance from every
conservation group he approached ("You
want to save what?"), he started Bat
Conservation International. We moved to
Austin in 1986 largely because of the
Congress Avenue Bridge. When it was
resurfaced in the early 1980s it inadvertently
became an ideal bat habitat, and 1 .5 million
Mexican free-tailed bats moved in . Naturally
everybody panicked . Merlin decided that a
town getting that much publicity about bats,
even negative publicity, had great potential .
By meeting with local authorities and
educating them about bats, a perceived
liability has now become a major tourist
attraction, contributing $8 million to Austin's
economy each year. We currently have
almost 14,000 members in about 70
countries . Many cavers are members, but we
can always use more .

Bats as a city's tourist attraction? How
so?

Yeah, Austin now bills itself as "Bat City,
USA." Thousands of people come out each
night in the summer to watch the nightly
emergence from the Congress Avenue
Bridge. There are bat-watching boat tours,
bat item vendors, a downtown bat sculpture,
and so on. Our professional hockey team is
called the Ice Bats. And during prime bat-
watching season, all the waterfront
restaurants are booked solid for the finest in
bat dining experiences!

To gauge the economic impact that just
this one colony has (out of the estimated 100
million Mexican free-tailed bats in Texas), BCI
sponsored a study by the University of Texas .

It showed that those once-feared bats are
now among the top three tourist destinations
in Austin, after the University and the Capital
complex . Full details are at www.batcon .org/
home/congressreport .html. 1 really want to
emphasize the amount of information an our
web site ; www.batcon.org has just TONS of
information .

What do you do for BCI?
1 started off coordinating the Bat House

Research Project for two years, doing cave
stuff an the side since we didn't have a formal
cave program. BCI saw the contacts and
experience 1 had, and wanted to take better
advantage of that. Now I'm the Cave
Resources Specialist . We have specialists
dealing with all kinds of habitat issues :
artificial roosts, abandoned mines, and
forests . I'm the cave dude . 1 deal with all kinds
of cave education, assessment, management,
research, protection, and cave-using species,
including the endangered Indiana and gray
bats. 1 teach workshops, write articles, answer
questions, advise federal and state agencies,
assist in cave protection projects, represent
BCI an the National Cave and Karst
Management Symposium steering
committee, attend the NCKMS and NSS
Conventions, and try to be the bridge
between cavers and biologists . I'm also an
the NSS Conservation Committee as Bat
Conservation Liaison . 1 have also helped
organize two major conferences, one an the
Indiana bat (where 1 co-edited the
proceedings) and the other an cave and mine
protection options . And 1 am coordinating a
major study of Indiana bat hibernacula in
10 states, and am helping do some
microclimate restoration at several sites . It
really helps that 1 get to go caving
occasionally for my job, too.
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Isn't Bracken Bat Cave fairly close to
Austin? Is it true that its population is
the largest concentration of mammals
of any kind an earth? Does BCI own
Bracken Bat Cave?

Yes, it's about an hour south, close to
San Antonio . It was bought by BCI in 1992
to protect the bat colony there, 20-40 million
Mexican free-tailed bats . That's the largest
known concentration of warm-blooded
animals anywhere an the planet. Recenfly we
have been fortunate to get some grants and
work with some partners like the Edwards
Aquifer Authority to secure another 700 acres
around the cave from development .

Jim, please pardon how simplistic this
question will seem to you, but why
would you say that bats are important
to the environment? It seems to me
that Hollywood has created a popular
belief that they are bad creatures .

Thank goodness that cavers are better
informed than the general public! Cavers
actually see bats more often than most
people, so they know how tute and harmless
they really are . We know that out of the 45
species in the United States, all but three are
insect eaters. The others feed an nectar
from agaves and columnar cacti, and are
critical for pollination and seed dispersal of
those important desert plants . From an
economic point of view, the entire tequila
industry, which is derived from agaves, is bat-
dependent. In the tropics bats also pollinate
many plants and spread seeds . But let's get
back to insectivorous bats . The bats at Texas'
Bracken Bat Cave (owned by BCI) eat about
200 TONS of insects each night! Bats are
also key environmental indicators, informing
us about the health of our fields, forests, and
yes, caves. Occasionally old falsehoods still
flare up in the caver community, mostly
regarding rabies and bat gates, but in general
cavers are some of the best bat spokespersons
around .

I've heard that in Eastern Oklahoma
caves there has been phenomenal
success with what they call gray bat
maternity gates . They build the gates
in the dark zone, far enough inside the
cave entrance that there is no light .
In Twin Cave the gray bat population
soared from 200 to 30,000, and in
Anticline Cave, where there was no gray
bat colony at all, in three years there
was a colony of 30,000 . What does
BCI think about this discovery?

First of all Bill, let me state right up front
that nobody really likes putting gates an
caves. But sometimes all our education and
other protection efforts fail, so we gate as a
last resort. Bat-friendly gates in general have
had a phenomenal contribution to recovery
of many bat populations . But 1 have seen
many supposedly bat-friendly gates put up

by well-meaning people that had the
opposite effect. Gate design and placement
is critical . The idea is to make the gate as
human-proof as possible without altering the
air-, water-, and nutrient-flow into the cave,
and allowing for free bat flight without
increasing predation . This seems like a tall
order, but we (meaning the small group of
gating experts in this country) have learned
an awful lot about gating in the past two
decades. 1 help coordinate and teach Bat
Gating Workshops with Bob Currie, Jim
Nieland, and Roy Powers, where we have
been trying to pass that knowledge along to
other cavers and resource managers .

Hibernacula are relatively straightfor-
ward, but maternity colonies are particularly
problematic since the entire colony must pass
through the gate twice a day, in the evening
to go out to feed, and in the morning when
they return to the roost . This creates huge
traffic jams, and really increases predation
risk. One option, if the entrance is large
enough, is to build a special half-gate to let
the bats fly over top . Another option, for
smaller and steeper entrances, is to build a
"window" or "tube" at the top of the gate to
let the bats fly through unimpeded . And for
small to medium maternity colonies, like the
Ozark examples you mention, putting the
gates in the dark zone works well, too. We
find that is also good for other species, like
cave myotis. Those Oklahoma guys are
doing some great things with cave and bat
protection. One of the more enjoyable parts
of my job is working with them and so many
other dedicated folks out there trying to save
bats and caves. 1 feel like 1 am really making
a difference .

Weren't you the chairman of the Texas
Speleological Association? What does
it do?

1 have been chairman of the Mid-
Appalachian Region when 1 lived back east,
and just finished a term as TSA Chair. The
TSA is the Texas Region of the NSS . It acts
as the glue that holds all Texas cavers and
Texas caving organizations together. We have
a winter business meeting and a Spring
Convention that features lots of talks and a
banquet. The TSA also sponsors cave
projects that are open to all cavers . The
caving situation in Texas is different from
most other states, since over 97 percent of
the state is private property . Generally
someone will make contact with the owner
and arrange for a limited number of weekend
trips per year. That way cavers get access,
but the owner doesn't get annoyed by
constant requests . Popular current and past
projects include Honey Creek Water Cave
(31 .9km), Powells Cave (22 .8km), Colorado
Bend State Park (over 325 caves and karst
features), Government Canyon State Natural
Area (292 caves and karst features), a couple
of minor projects an some Edwards Plateau

ranches, and the highly successful restoration
and development project at Grutas del
Palmito in Bustamante, Nuevo Leon . The
newsletter of the TSA is The Texas Caver,
edited by Don Arburn, and a great read .

What else are you involved with?
I'm also the Editor of the Texas

Speleological Survey
(www.txspeleologicalsurvey.arg), which is
our state cave files . We have a facility at the
University of Texas where we have been
organizing and databasing all the paper files
(maps, publications, photos, survey books .
etc .), and digitizing everything. We recently
got a grant to purchase acid-free archival
quality storage boxes, labels, photo sleeves,
and so on. We have volunteer work nights
so other cavers can become familiar with
what is in the files while helping out . The
files are open to all cavers . We also provide
information to agencies to assist in land
development planning, since development
an the karst in the Austin-San Antonio
corridor is happening at a frightful pace . And
we publish . We're currently working an 50
years of Texas Cauing, a wonderfully
researched tome by Carl Kunath with help
from Jerry Atkinson. We have the Standard
county and area-wide bulletins as well .

Does that leave time for actual caving?

Oh yes, I'm very active . When not doing
bat-related caving, 1 love exploration and
survey. I have found and mapped a couple
of dozen caves at Colorado Bend State Park,
including some rock shaving to tonnett three
caves into a 10-entrance system over 700m
long. I've also been learning dome climbing
from Charley Savvas, with whom I am
working an a lead in Sorcerers Cave (the
deepest in Texas at 174m) . So far, we are
about 35m above where we started, with at
least another 10-12m to go . I'm also helping
with George Veni's survey project in Mt .
Emory Cave in Big Bend National Park . It's
the second highest cave in the state . and is a
big tectonic rift in rhyolite . We are about
halfway through the mountain, and stopped
in lm-wide by 30m-high passage with
howling wind . 1 dig and survey a lot of little
caves, too, but I'm way backed up in my map
drafting. 1 love maps, and have helped judge
at the TSA Convention and the NSS
Convention the past four years . 1 have a
project area in Mexico, too, where we found
and mapped over sixty caves in about six
trips . I've also caved in Brazil and Venezuela
and 19 states .

What do you hope other cavers get from
your work?

Much of the bat conservation work
currently being accomplished could not be
done without the aid of cavers. Cavers are
the eyes and ears of land managers and
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wildlife biologists, reporting observations and
acting as site stewards. Sometimes when
impacts are too heavy, they also are the arms
and legs, volunteering countless hours for
cleanups and gating projects. One thing 1
want other cavers to know is that many of
the agency types are concerned about the
resources, too . Cavers being involved and
working in partnership with those folks not
only helps to educate the resource managers,
but also helps build trust in the caving
community. Believe it or not, many people
still don't differentiate between "cavers" and
"spelunkers"-those of the flashlight-beer-
and-spray-paint variety. It's a revelation that
there is a user group that is not only
knowledgeable, but also protective . Those
that take an antagonistic approach will
certainly be excluded from any future access
plans. 1 hate gates as much as anybody, but
1 accept the need for them with the
burgeoning population of yahoos in the
world. 1 applaud the work of the NSS and
the various cave conservancies, and work
closely with many of them . The last thing is
that 1 hope cavers continue to keep me
informed an all bat/cave issues . Send me
newsletters, e-mails about bat sightings,
newspaper clippings about cave problems,
and questions that 1 can help with . One thing
in which we are keenly interested are good
cold-trapping caves, even if they are not
currently considered bat caves . There is so
much we don't know about bats and caves,
even now . I'm just happy that my vocation
helps feed my avocation!

Speleo Projects proudly presents the new Interna-

tional Caving Calendar 2004 in TOP-quality color!

A new selection of 12 stunning images once again

takes you an an enchanting subterranean journey to

caves around the world . The very best work of the

world's leading cave photogrophers . Makes o grent gilt .

Gel your copies now, for you und your friends!

(Limited stock, format :11 314 " x 16l'2 ".)

$ 12.95 euch, plus S 4 .50 shipping for one or more

Order from :
National Speleological Society, INC.

2813 Cove Avenue, Huntsville, AL 35810-4431

Tel . : (256) 852-1300 • Fax : (256) 851-9241

E -mail : nssQcaves .org
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TECH QUES ÄN
Caving Endurance

Caving is not a competitive sport . Thank
goodness for that . l t is, however, an activity
that can be physically demanding . Even
though no one is keeping score, cavers can
consider themselves athletes . For those
cavers undertaking long trips, deep into
caves, the idea should not be difficult to
accept. For others, frustrated by their own
performance as they undertake harder trips,
the concept may be enlightening . Once a
caver accepts the idea of him or herself as
an athlete, how can one optimize one's
performance underground? The quality
usually most in demand an long, hard cave
trips is endurance . There are a number of
strategies a person can combine to improve
their personal endurance underground .

The first strategy is fitness . Naturally the
best way to train for caving is to go caving .
The obvious problem with this is logistical,
as well as posing an issue for cave
conservation . Thus, above-ground training
is a better solution . For those just starting out
an exercise program, the greatest benefit will
probably come from cardiovascular activity.
Stretching while the muscles are warm will
also be of particular benefit to cavers . Who
has not wished they were more flexible while
contorting through a fissure? Strength
training can also be beneficial, as stronger
muscles tire less quickly compared to weaker
muscles when doing the Same workload . A
variation an a previous idea is also worth
considering: long strenuous days are the best
training for long strenuous days . Whether it
is hiking, biking, or yard work, eight hours
of hard above-ground activity one Weekend
can help to prepare you for the sixteen-hour
cave trip the next . Perhaps the best
suggestion is to relinquish one's status as a
weekend-warrior. Getting some good
exercise during the week is the best way to
be ready for caving an the weekend .

The next strategy is economy of
movement . This is illustrated in the scenario
that plays out whenever a veteran caver takes
someone an their first caving trip . lnevitably,
the new person thrashes and flails through
the cave while the old hand barely breaks a
sweat. This is because the experienced caver
knows how to move through the cave. Two
different people can burn dramatically
different amounts of energy moving through
the saure section of cave . The key is to be
aware of how much energy you are burning
and attempt to improve efficiency . Try to flow
through the cave . Maintaining momentum
is more efficient than speeding up and
slowing down. Try for those longer hops
between breakdown, rather than climbing up
and down each piece . Use your toes to push
your body forward in belly-crawls . Do not

ET V
fight the cave, especially in tight places . If
you encounter resistance, pause, adjust, and
try moving forward again. The best way to
learn these and other tricks is to follow an
efficient caver through a cave and mimic his
or her movements . If you are vertical Caving,
having a well-tuned climbing system and
knowing how to use it can also save loads of
energy. The payoff for developing an efficient
caving style can be huge . l t is what allows
people in their 40s, and older, to cave the
pants off people in their 20s .

The final two strategies are common-
sense, and yet cavers ignore them an trip
after trip . The first of these is to remember to
eat during the t rip . lt is amazing how some
cavers neglect t his . l t is a physiological fact
that people lose their appetite during
strenuous activity. Since they do not feel
hungry, they do not eat. Without food their
blood sugar level drops, and with it their
energy level . Especially an long trips it is
important to eat regularly . Focus an
consuming carbohydrates for a sustained
energy return and be sure to pack foods that
you will enjoy eating . The second tip is to
hydrate . Some dehydration is unavoidable
an hard caving trips . There is no need to
aggravate the Situation by not drinking
enough water. Dehydration weakens
muscles, and severe dehydration can injure
them. Sometimes a portion of that full-body .
morning-after-caving ache can be attributed
to dehydration . Drinking plenty of water
before, during, and after a hard caving trip
can minimize these effects . Some cavers also
recommend sport drinks (diluted to half
strength) to replace electrolytes lost from the
body via sweat .

The majority of us go caving to have
fun, but at the same time we take our fun
pretty seriously . Consider some of the
strategies outlined above and it might just
take your caving to another level .

Car! Bern
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BENEATH THE CLOUD FORESTS : A HISTORY

OF CAVE EXPLORATION IN PAPUA NEW

GUINEA

Howard M. Beck. Speleo Projects,
Allschwil, Switzerland; 2003 . ISBN 3-
908495-11-3 . 6 .5 by 9.5 inches, 352
pages, hardbound. $42 .

This is an important book . "Mainland"
Papua New Guinea occupies the eastern half
of the Island of New Guinea, and the country
also includes the smaller islands of New
Britain, New Ireland, and Bougainville . Its
tropical mountains, just south of the equator,
have massive limestone to elevations above
three thousand meters, and two to three
hundred inches of rain a year and abundant
decaying vegetation make large quantities of
aggressive water. Dry season means only one
downpour a day . Rain makes caves. The
country is almost roadless, and many areas
are trackless . The country's speleological
promise prompted exploration by cavers, and
its remoteness and inaccessibility dictated that
most of the exploration took place during
large expeditions, mainly by the English and
Australians in the 1970s and the French in
the 1980s and '90s. There was an American-
led expedition in 1982 . Up to now, accounts
of these projects have been scattered in
expedition reports, journal articles, and some
books in French . This extensive account
brings it all together. The author is rather
long-winded, although he picks up the pace
toward the end, perhaps from exhaustion . It
is the longest book an cave exploration I've
ever read .

While the goal of most of the expeditions
was depth, what were mainly found were
spectacularly wet caves, with most reaching
depths of only three or four hundred meters,
although several were tens of kilometers long .
The Nare collapse doline an New Britain is
100 by 200 meters and 230 meters deep,

filled with the roar of the Ire River crossing
the floor. The French, mainly, explored the
upstream and downstream passages, rigging
river crossings with tyroleans named after the
Titanic, the Lusitania, and the Andrea Doria .
A British expedition finally found a
downsteam end, for cavers, not at a sump,
but worse, where 20 cubic meters per second
flow through a space two meters wide, with
standing waves washing the ceiling a meter
above the water. They named the place
Armageddon . The Minye doline is twice as
large as Nare, and the river in its cave is half
again as big as the Ire . Near the downsteam
end of that cave, a Frenchman placed thirty-
five anchors in the ceiling to progress 30
meters, hanging barely above the waves . In
most of the caves, flooding was an ever-
present danger . Finally, in the last of the
major projects in PNG, the French in 1995
and 1998 pushed Muruk Hul though a sump
and to a connection with its resurgence cave,
the Chevelure de Ber nice, creating a 1178-
meter-deep through-trip, the first and still the
only thousand-meter-deep cave in the
Southern Hemisphere . If the text does not
adequately convey to you the difficulties of
the terrain and the sizes of the pits and cave
rivers and waterfalls, the numerous
impressive black-and-white and color
photographs will. While many of the most
obvious black holes and cliff-face resurgences
visible from the air have been visited, some
have not, and, as the book makes clear, any
shadow visible through the rain or forest from
a random trail can be the entrance to a major
cave. Perhaps this book will inspire renewed
interest in the country .

While it is often clever, the relentlessly
vivid writing-"The river thundered like a
stampede of crazed white horses galloping
into the deepening night of the damned ."-
can be tiresome. Beck is not really up to
keeping the reader straight an the doings of
long expeditions with simultaneous pushes
from several bush camps . Perhaps half of the
paragraph- breaks are uncalled-for, and too
many of the rest inadequately signal major
changes of scene. Many place names do not
appear an the cave or area maps, some of
which are themselves confusingly drawn and
placed far from where they are most needed .
The token bibliography is missing reports an
some major expeditions and contains only
one reference to material in the Niugini
Caver. (And, Howard, it's prusik-one s .) So
the rare reader who really wants to master
the details will find it tough going . 1
recommend that the rest of you read it for
pleasure, not too much at once, and enjoy
the tales of hard expeditions to wild places
with really scary caves .

Bit( Mixon

NOTES ON BOOK SOURCES

American readers will find that books
from foreign publishers, even those published
in English, are often not available in normal
commercial channels in the United States,
including places that brag about how many
million books are an their web sites . Recent
examples are Beneath the Cloud Forests,
Diuing in Darkness, and Desert Caues of
Saudi Arabia . Try specialist cave-book
dealers such as the NSS Bookstore,
Speleobooks, or Inner Realm Books .

Biff Mixon

THE DESERT CAVES OF SAUDI ARABIA

John Pint. Stacey International, London ;
2003. ISBN 1-900988-48-8 . 8 by 11
inches, xix +120 pages, hardbound . $40 .

One does not generally picture caves in
a desert Land like Saudi Arabia, but this
reasonably priced book of photographs
shows that there are some nice limestone
caves to be found . Working with the Saudi
Geological Survey, the author and his wife
visited and photographed many dahls, caves
with vertical entrances, mostly near Ma'aqala
in the northeast of the country . Entrances in
the otherwise featureless stony desert range
from holes so small they had to be chiseled
open to lange collapse sinks up to a hundred
meters deep. Though the caves are generally
pretty dry inside today . some have nice
formations, including crystalline stalactites
and impressive frostwork, and there has
actually been cave diving in one of them .
The color photos, generally one or two per
page. vary quite a bit in quality and Gould
have been more skillfully prepared for
printing, but the reader will be impressed
nevertheless . The brief introductory text and
the figure captions are all in both English and
Arabic. Readers interested in trip reports and
other caves in the country, including lava
tubes, can visit www.saudicaves .com .

13i(( Mixon
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WIND CAVE NATIONAL PARK: THE FIRST 100
YEARS
Peggy Sanders . ISBN 0-7385-2306-2 .
Arcadia Publishing, Chicago ; 2003 . 6.5 by
9 inches, 128 pages, softbound. $19.99 .
Images of America series .

This nice little book is essentially a
compilation of old photographs, but the
paragraph-long captions convey a lot of
history. The format is the same as that of the
companion volume an Mammoth Cave that
was reviewed in the July NSS News . The
photographs are mostly undated, but span
the period from about 1880 to the present,
although only the last twenty pages are
devoted to the last fifty years . The heaviest
emphasis is an the work of the Civilian
Conservation Corps in developing the cave
and the park facilities during the 1930s .
Other topics include tourists at and in the
cave in earlier years and the early
management of the park's buffalo herd . A
must-buy for people interested in show-cave
history or spelean history in general .

13i11 Mixon
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Deep Pits and Deep Troubles in the Tongass
Steve Lewis, Pete Smith, and JCevin Alfred

Directors, Tongass Cave Project

The directors of the Tongass Cave
Project took some time off to check out
several leads we had discovered last summer
while assisting paleontologist Tim Heaton .
The most exciting was a huge pit Tim called
the "Mother of All Pits" when he first saw it .
Group consensus decided that Mossy Abyss
might be a more appropriate name (see color
photo, back cover) .

This July, we took Pete Smith's 24 foot
boat, "Goest" along the outside coast of Dall
Island and found a safe anchorage 1600 feet
below the entrance . On the 24'h, we lugged
nearly a thousand feet of rope, vertical gear,
coveralls, and lots of warm fuzzies through a
maze of game trails, cliffs, and blown-down
trees to the entrance drop. Kevin Allred
started down with the longest rope, pulling it
out of the bag as he cleared the pitch . Upon
reaching a small ledge he felt he didn't have
enough rope to reach the bottorn . Steve
Lewis came down with more rope and
continued the drop to a tiny ledge where he
too feit that there was insufficient rope to
reach the bottom . Pete Smith arrived with the
last rope and Steve continued to the bottorn,
past a side lead . The long Alaskan day was
nearing an end, so all of us clirnbed out after
confirming that there were no continuing
leads at the bottom . The hoped for a better
route down to camp did not materialize and
we nursed sore muscles at dinner .

A day later, Pete searched for more leads
while Steve and Kevin surveyed and sketched
the cave . The bottom was about 60 feet long
and 40 feet wide, and rubble covered . An
alcove of 6-inch-long calcite spar was a
welcome sight in the otherwise undecorated
room. The Walls rose vertically, giving a
ceiling height of approximately 300 feet in
this cathedral-like chamber.

About 130 feet up the wall, two bolts
allowed us to access a
side lead which led down
another pit, that dropped
us slightly below the floor
of the main pit and less
than 10 feet away .
Rubble blocked the
passage at the bottom .

Some 270 feet up
the pit, at the ledge Kevin
had stopped an day 1 .
we climbed a pile of huge
blocks perched an rubble
at the edge of the pit . At
the top of the
"Matterhorn" we dis-
covered a flat plain of
limestone rubble mixed
with soft brick-like red
rocks. A lead continued

above an unstable and overhanging climb .
The entire plain jiggled when Steve knocked
a rock loose an the descent of the
Matterhorn .

We continued up a waterworn groove
in the side of the pit, ascending at about 75
degrees past several difficult vertical leads
which we decided to leave for the next
generation of cavers . We reached the top well
past sunset and ended up stumbling back to
camp through amazing new obstacles by the
lght of our carbide lights, arriving about
midnight. Pete's fire guided us for the last
bit, and the dinner it was heating was
thankfully and rapidly consumed .

While not the "Mother of all US Pits,"
the drop in Mossy Abyss turned out to be
505 feet, placing it fourth among deep pits
in the United States, third among limestone
pits, and second among Alaskan and Tongass
drops. It emphasizes once again the
importance of southeast Alaskan karstlands .
Not only does the karst grow big trees, it hides
deep pits, and preserves bones that hold
clues to human migration into the Americas
and to effects of past climate change an
animals of the area . The karst produces
streams that create the most productive
fisheries, and provides a remarkable
recreational resource for not only cavers, but
all lovers of wild and distinctive landscapes .

TCP has been mapping big pits, but we
are also working to head off some big threats
to the karst of the Tongass, and potentially
of the nation . We face corporate and
Congressional shenanigans here that could
impact not only the Tongass karst, but also
the Federal Cave Resources Protection Act
(FCRPA) .

First among these threats is the Bush
Administration's dismantling of the Roadless
Rule in the Tongass . While rauch of the karst



and many of the caves here are already in
areas that are roaded, there are several
important karstlands that are protected
effectively by the Roadless Rule which
prohibits new roads in areas of over 5,000
acres that don't already have roads . Loss of
these protections will be a big loss for the
Tongass and its karstlands .

Even scarier for karst is a potential land
transfer to the native corporation, Sealaska
Timber Corporation . Sealaska is owed
somewhere between 40 and 70,000 acres
under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (ANCSA) . Under ANCSA, this land
would come from areas within 15 miles of a
number of native communities . However,
much of this land has already been logged
or is of little value for timber production .
Thus, Sealaska Timber Corporation is
working an a way to escape this "box" and
swap lands with the Tongass National Forest .
This is a land swap bigger than any ever done
by the Forest Service . It will take a long time
and a lot of money to complete .

Sealaska does not want to wait or share
costs with the Forest Service and are
approaching Congress for a solution . The net
effect could be legislation allowing them out
of the "ANCSA Box" and giving them access
to lands across the Tongass . Currently

FEW•S 4
NEW CAVE DIVING FILM

Filmmakers Wes Skiles and Jill Heinerth
recently completed their new documentary
film called Water's Journey - Hidden Rivers
of Florida. The film, which traces the path of
water through the Floridan Aquifer, was
recently recognized with the "Best of Show"
honor at the NSS Convention .

The film graphically exposes the
interconnection between people's activities
an the surface of the earth and the health of
ground water below.

Using state-of the-art high definition
equipment and techniques, viewers are
transported to a wondrous world portrayed
from the point of view of a molecule of water .
Radio-magnetics expert Brian Pease and the
film's Executive Producer, Wes Skiles,
dynamically track a cave diving team of Tom
Morris and Jill Heinerth through the varied
landscape of Florida . Skiles and Pease
scramble through some startling locations
including industrial parks, restaurants,
bowling alleys, golf courses and urban
landscapes, while Morris and Heinerth
negotiate claustrophobic squeezes and
glorious underwater vistas below .

Through the series of dives, viewers
learn that their daily activities directly affect
the quality and quantity of groundwater
available to them . Over eight billion gallons
of water a day bursts forth from Florida's

Sealaska Timber Corporation is focusing an
a number of the most important karstlands
an the Tongass including Kosciusko Island,
Heceta Island, Dall Island, and Tuxekan
Island . Heceta, Dall, and Kosciusko contain
an amazing array of caves and are almost
entirely carbonate (at least the portions
Sealaska is after) .Tuxekan has been relatively
poorly explored for caves . Legislation is being
proposed that would allow Sealaska to trade
some quality lands as well as logged over
lands and unproductive forest lands for these
areas that have not only amazing caves, but
some remaining big trees and older second
growth that will be harvestable soon . Senate
Bill 1466, The Alaska Land Transfer
Acceleration Act of 2003, has recently been
introduced by Senator Lisa Murkowski . It
streamlines the Sealaska Land Exchange an
the Tongass and is potentially a disaster for
karst and caves .

Currently the Forest Service has
Standards and Guidelines based an the
FCRPA that, when implemented, help protect
karstlands from impacts of logging . No Alaska
state laws exist to protect karst or caves . Thus,
once a land transfer occurred, at best we
would have only Sealaska promises to protect
the karst. Sealaska and other native
corporations have always logged more

springs-the most unique concentration of
springs an the planet. At one time, it was
thought to be an endless supply, but now the
demands of man are starting to exceed
availability. Worse yet, the quality of that
water is declining .

The film examines the impacts caused
by agriculture, lawn maintenance, run-off,
overuse, and many other issues. The explor-
ation team traces the path of water through
homes, farms, and wastewater treatment
facilities while offering solutions for ground-
water protection .

Water's Journey - Hidden Riuers of
Florida has also been recognized for several
other international film making awards .
Skiles and Heinerth are finalists in the
Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival . Held
once every two years, this event is heralded
as the academy awards of wildlife film
making .

Public Broadcast stations across the
country will be airing the Show beginning
October 1" . Interested viewers should check
local listings for air times . A short version of
the film will also be integrated into school
curriculum through Florida's Knowledge
Network during the coming school year .

In connection with the television
premiere, Skiles and Heinerth have
produced a Special Edition DVD which
includes the film, short features and the

intensively than the Forest Service, basically
taking every last stick of commercially
valuable timber off their lands . The effect an
the karst would be catastrophic . We. the
American public, would lose access to further
explore and research the karst . Additionally,
the karst and cave systems underlying these
lands would suffer irreparable damage from
wall to wall clear-cutting an the surface .

The threat to the FCRPA comes because
the Forest Service itself does not necessarily
want this land swap. They appear to believe
that the FCRPA should prohibit them giving
away lands that are protected under the Act .
We agree, but fear that Congress may act to
limit the application of the FCRPA in order
to implement the Land swap that Sealaska
prefers .

Some of the lands returned would have
recreational value, but the caves that would
be lost are a national treasure, especially
systems an Heceta Island .

We at the Tongass Cave Project hope
that cavers down south will take the time to
write their legislators a brief note letting them
know about the importance of Alaskan caves
and karst and this potential threat to all of
our karstlands . Ask their assistance in
stopping Senate Bill 1466 .

, J7-75
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comprehensive award-winning web site
floridasprings .org . In addition to the film
features, there are many special resources for
educators an the disk . Short presentations
and downloadable teaching outlines give
educators and public speakers the tools they
need for classroom and public presentations .
DVDs and videos are available online at
karstproductions .com .

For further information or local air dates,
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please contact Jill Heinerth, Producer of
Water's Journey, atjillheinerth@verizon .net,
or at 386-454-2376 .

Alpine Caving Techniques
. ."Everythin$ you wanted to know
about caving but were afraid to ask."
Nigel Dyson-Hudson, www.caves .com Book Reviews

2004 CAVE MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP
JEWEL CAVE NATIONAL MONUMENT

Jewel Cave is offering an internship in
cave resource management . This volunteer
position is designed to provide assistance to
the cave management program, and also to
give the intern relevant training and
experience . The position offers no salary,
although we provide an apartment and
utilities, and $100 per week for living
expenses. It will last for six to twelve months
in the 2004 calendar year. Applicants do not
need to be enrolled with an educational
institution in order to be considered .

Regular duties include : collecting water
samples from the cave and nearby springs,
microclimate data, computer data entry,
cleaning lint accumulations and removing
algae from the tour route, and helping plan
for restoration camp and SAR training .

Other projects include researching and
writing proposals for wood removal, assisting
with a cave airflow study, scanning and
organizing a slide file of cave management
projects, assisting with drafting cave maps,
in-cave rope replacement, restocking in-cave
rescue stashes, and radon monitoring . The
intern will also have the opportunity to assist
with exploration of the cave .

Training will be provided . In addition to
in-house training, the monument will send
the intern to the weeklong NCRC cave rescue
course, and local training opportunities, as
time and funding permit .

This is an excellent opportunity to gain
hands-on experience in the field of cave
management .

Requirements : Solid caving experience,
basic computer skills, and an interest in caves
and cave management .

Applications must be received by Friday,
December 12, 2003 and each applicant will
be notified of the final selection by Monday,
December 22, 2003 . Actual starting and
ending dates are flexible and can be
negotiated for your convenience .

To request an application or if you have
any questions, please contact Mike Wiles at :
(605) 673-2061, x1226 or Mike Wiles@
nps .gov or at Jewel Cave National Monu-
ment, RR1, Box 60AA, Custer . SD 57730 .
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SCCI PURCHASES LIMROCK BLOWING
CAVE, JACKSON COUNTY, ALABAMA

The Southeastern Cave Conservancy,
Inc . is excited to announce that it has
completed its purchase of Limrock Blowing
Cave (AJK311), Jackson County, Alabama .
The Limrock Preserve includes the cave
entrance and about 48 acres . This purchase
is the culmination of more than three years
of efforts by Bill Putnam and Mark Wolinsky
to acquire the cave. Limrock Blowing Cave
is Alabama's 15th longest cave, with a
surveyed length of 15,505 feet of primarily
horizontal passage . This acquisition is the
SCCi's 23rd preserve and its 52nd cave!

The cave management plan is similar
to that used at most other SCCi preserves,
and is posted an the SCCi web site at
www.scci.org/preserves/limrock. The pro-
perty manager is Tommy Royston of
Huntsville, Alabama . Current plans are to
build a parking area an our property, which
borders the old county road . For the time
being, we ask that visitors please be
courteous to our neighbors and park away
from driveways and change clothes out-of-
sight of area residents . Visitors are reminded
that in heavy rains the cave often floods
completely. The SCCi recommends that
cavers not enter the cave when rain is in the
forecast. Flooding can occur very quickly and
with little or no warning!

The purchase price, survey, and closing
costs for the property totaled $54,356 .39. As
a result, we have another mortgage in the
amount of $40,000, so the cave is not yet
ours! Carol Hawkins is spearheading our
fund raising effort for the property. More
information an this will be available in the
next few weeks. Remember: the sooner we
pay off this and our other loans, the sooner
we can acquire more caves .

In addition to making a contribution to
support the Limrock purchase, please
consider joining the SCCi as a Sustaining
Member, and helping to pay for the caves
we all love and enjoy . For as little as $10 a
month you can be a cave owner. For
information an SCCi Sustaining
Membership, see our web page at
www.scci .org/sustaining.htm l or contact
Sustaining Membership manager Bill
Stringfellow at sustaining@i@cci .or g. Regular
memberships are also available for $15 per
year .

On behalf of the directors, we thank all
of you for your continued confidence and
support of our so very important mission .

Mark N. Wolinsky
Director, SCCi

mwolinsky a@scci .org
Witliam 0. Putnam

Director and Acquisitions Chairman, SCCi
bputnam@scci .org www.scci .org

ILLINOIS CAVE VANDALS CONVICTED

Authorities have announced the
successful prosecution of a group of people
who trespassed and broke off rock formations
earlier this year in a state-owned recreational
cave near St. Louis .

According to Illinois Conservation
Police, five people were caught red-handed
inside Illinois Caverns carrying broken
stalactites . The offenders pleaded guilty to
trespass and criminal damage charges and
were given fines ranging from $192 to
$1,000. One offender received jail time .

The incident occurred at Illinois
Caverns, an unimproved cave in downstate
Monroe County outside the town of
Waterloo. The Illinois Dept . of Natural
Resources allows visitors to enter the two-
mile-Iong cave free of charge during the days
and times of its operation .

On a cool evening in March, five people
ranging in age from 17 to 42 parked their
car outside the chained access road to the
cave at about 10 p.m .

Luckily, a neighbor across the street
noticed the activity and paged Illinois
Caverns Site Interpreter Chris Hespin .
Hespin later arrived with Illinois
Conservation Police Officer Ralph Sievers
and the two entered the cave .

"The trespassers got in because, for
some reason, the entrance gate to the cave
did not get locked that evening," Hespin said .

About 1,000 feet into the cave, Sievers
and Hespin said they began to hear voices
approaching. After retreating to an open area
along the stream passage, the two officials
surprised the group of five heading toward
the exit .

One offender was carrying over his head
a 26-pound stalactite, which Sievers said the

Author Gary Gibula holding the largest
of the speleothems broken out of Illinois
Ca verns



man threw to the ground after seeing the
authorities .

Another man was carrying a duffle bag
containing two smaller rock formations .

"As a state natura) area, everything
within is protected by law, including the
speleothem formations," said Hespin . "Part
of our mission is to protect our natura) areas
for other folks to enjoy. These kinds of acts
are simply not tolerated ."

Three of the offenders pleaded guilty in
the coming weeks to charges of criminal
trespass to state-supported property . The
offenders included David Rixie, 27, of
Waukegan, a Chicago suburb, Ashley
McCullah, 20, and Jessie Rixie, 18, both of
downstate Carlyle . Monroe County officials
said each was given a six-month conditional
discharge an the felony conviction and a fine
of $100 plus $92 in court costs .

The other two offenders, Ronald Rixie,
24, and Timothy Rakers, 42, both of Carlyle,
pleaded not guilty at a preliminary court
hearing .

The case was bound over for trial, but
an July 30 the two pleaded guilty to charges
of criminal damage to state-supported
property and criminal trespass to state-
supported property. Rixie was sentenced to
30 days in jail and fined $500 restitution plus
$170 in court costs. Rakers was given six-
month's conditional discharge and fined
$1,000 in restitution plus $320 in court costs .
(according to the Monroe County Circuit
Clerk's office)

Illinois Caverns is the only resource of
its kind in the state . Although state lawmakers
passed the Illinois Cave Protection Act, there
is little case law precedent for vandalism . By
contrast, cave-rich states like Kentucky,
Tennessee, Indiana and Missouri have
prosecuted cave vandals for many years .

While the entrance of Illinois Caverns
lies an IDNR property, some of its passages
extend beneath neighboring private farms .
In an effort to determine whether the broken
formations were taken from state or private
property, officials requested the help of
experienced cave explorers last May.

"It was our mission to look for the spot
an the ceiling of the cave where the
formations were freshly broken off," Said
Dave Buchner of Clarendon Hills . Buchner
is a member of the Sub-Urban Chicago
Grotto and was part of the original Windy
City Grotto expedition that mapped Illinois
Caverns in 1979 .

The day-long search was unsuccessful
for Buchner and his companions, NSS cavers
Aaron Addison and Gary Gibula, but he still
fett strongly about helping .

Hespin said new locks have been
installed an the entrance gate to Illinois
Caverns and a repeat incident is not likely .

Gary Gibula

I TER

2003 VORONJA (KRUBERA)
EXPEDITION NEWS

During a month-long expedition in
August 2003 to the Arabika Massif in the
Abkhazia region of Georgia (Western
Caucasus), an international group led by
Denis Provalov and Oleg Klimchouk, and
composed of about 40 cavers from Russia,
Ukraine, Abkhazia, Spain, France, and
Australia pushed the limits of Voronja cave
both beyond a sump as well as beyond the
deepest point in the cave, gaining an
additional few meters of total depth and a
very promising new lead .

Between August 14-19, 2003, cave-
divers Oleg Klimchouk and Denis Provalov
crossed a very tight, 7-meter-long and 2-
meter-deep syphon at -1430 m, then pushed
onwards down a series of pits for another
250 vertical meters to a depth of -1680 m .
at which point they had to turn around after
running out of rope at the top of a large . 30-
to 40-meter-deep pit. The potential seems
very promising : warmer air (7 degrees C
instead of 3 as in the rest of the cave) and
the large volume of water that could be heard
at the bottom of the pit both seem to point
towards it being the eagerly searched-for
large collector of the Orto-Balagan glacial
valley.

In the meantime, the tight lead at the
bottom of the cave in the large "Chamber of
Soviet Speleologists" was enlarged and
pushed, adding a few meters to the -1710 m
depth of Voronja (official depth to be
announced) . There is still hope for a
continuation there .

The otherwise very successful
expedition was plagued by serious problems :
an earthquake ; flash flooding that trapped
four of the expedition members between
-500 m and -1215 m : the near-electrocution
of Iljua Zharkov. who was talking an a phone
line at the -1215 m bivouac during a severe
thunderstorm; and a serious accident
involving a 64-hour-long rescue .

Alexander Kabanikhin fell 30 m while
rappelling in the 152-meter shaft just above
the bivouac at -500 m, due to not having
closed his bobbin descender properly. The
fact that his brake-carabiner was clipped into
the rope stopped him in the loop of the next
rebelay, 35 m above the floor . He suffered a
compound leg fracture, a fractured pelvis,
fractured vertebrae, and broken teeth . The
lack of sufficient and adequate rescue
equipment and training, as well as the
logistics of transporting someone out from
such depth through sometimes very tight
constrictions, without a working
communication line (damaged in the Storm),
and while dealing in various languages,

AflO/AL EWS
made the rescue very challenging, but it was
successful and A. Kabanikhin is recovering .

Congratulations to the multinational
team for a very successful expedition and
rescue. The next expedition to Voronja is
planned for the summer of 2004 .

Yvonne Aroms
(Sources: uarious messages an French-

and Spanish-language mailing lists, Sergio
Garcia-Dils de la Vega, Bernard Tourte,
Alexander Climchouk, Jean-Claude
Frachon, Jean-Paul Couturier)
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KARST SPORTS
Caving, Climbing, & Rescue Equipment
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FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

SECURE ONLINE ORDERING
SAME DAY SHIPPING VIA PRIORITY MAIL

~, Card,
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VISA

RR 1 Box 1841 PO Box 555
Shinnston, WV 26431

(800) 734-2851 orders only
(304) 592-2600 - fax (304) 592-1608

URL: http://mgmtsys.com
email : info@karstsports .com



Wet & Wild Underground: Wet Caving Techniques
Jonathan Wi(son, Texas Independent Caver and Mark Minton, New Mexico

Hypothermia occurs when the body
loses heat faster than it can be produced by
muscle contractions, metabolism, and
shivering . The core body temperature of a
human being is around 98 degrees . Drop that
temperature below 95 degrees and you will
suffer from mild hypothermia . Below 90
degrees is considered moderate
hypothermia, symptoms of which include
uncontrolled shivering, clumsy movements,
apathy, poor judgment. and cold or pale skin .
At this point hypothermia should be
considered an emergency and immediate
steps should be taken to warm up . If the body
temperature drops below 82 degrees a
person is in severe hypothermia . The trunk
of the body becomes cold to the touch, the
pulse slows . and breathing becomes shallow.
The person may feel weak and drowsy,
confused, or may even lose consciousness .

Water is over 20 times more heat
conductive than air. An average adult could
survive for days in 32-degree still air, but in
32-degree water that same person would not
last an hour . Think of the people an the
Titanic . The water temperature was warmer
than the air temperature that dreadful night .
The people in the boats reported the cries
for help from the people in the water stopped
within a half hour of the ship going under .
Most everyone in a boat survived .

Most people can stand down to 82-
degree water swimming bareback . Below that
the human body needs help to retain heat .
A 150-pound man produces as much heat
as a 100-watt light bulb . Most caves in Texas
and Mexico are around 68-69 degrees . While
69-degree air is not so bad, 69-degree water
can become downright chilly after some time .
In Montana, you may find yourself in 40
degree water.

The best defense
against loss of body heat
in a wet cave is a wetsuit .
A wetsuit made of
neoprene acts as a second
skin to insulate the body ;
it can be the single most
important piece of gear for
wet caving . Wetsuits come
in a variety of thicknesses,
from 3mm to 7mm .
Several styles are
available ; a shorty suit
covers the trunk and parts
of the extremities, 'farmer
john' suits are like
neoprene overalls, and full
body suits are just as their
name implies. The key to
wetsuits is fit . Part of what
makes a wetsuit work is
insulating the layer of
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moisture between it and the body. If a suit
does not fit well, cold water can leak in with
chilling results . Some folks wear a 'farmer
john' with a long-sleeved jacket ; this gives
the caver the option of unzipping or taking
off the jacket if they start getting too warm .
How muck wetsuit one wears is a
combination of personal preference and the
water temperature in the cave . A caving
wetsuit needn't be in great condition. Many
cavers get used wetsuits that are sold cheaply
at local dive shops . Old rental suits are
frequently a good deal . Bring along a
polypropylene balaclava for your head .
Wetsuit hoods can be overkill in warmer
southern caves. Try to avoid urinating in your
wetsuit . Rumor has it this will warm you up .
The rumor fails to teil how the wetsuit will
spend the rest of its days smelling like the
bathroom floor at the local men's shelter .
Urine can also cause rashes after prolonged
skin contact .

An alternative to a wetsuit is a pair of
polypropylene long johns and a one-piece
nylon or PVC cave suit for all but prolonged
total immersion . This setup offers more
freedom of movement but will not insulate
you as much. 1 (Jonathan) personally use a
combination: an bottom 1 use polypro long
johns protected by cave pants made from
pack cloth and Cordura ; an top 1 wear a
5mm wetsuit top to keep the trunk of my
body warm . If you get cold easily, stick to a
full wetsuit setup .

Keeping moving is another element to
keeping warm . The body produces heat as
it works to contract the muscles . You'll surely
catch a chill standing idle in a stream passage,
something to keep in mind while waiting for
the sketcher to catch up with the rest of his
crew. Long waits can offen occur at the top
or bottom of vertical pitches . Spacing out

your crew to minimize this waiting time will
help to conserve heat .

Gloves are also an important element
to keeping warm . Wetsuit gloves can be
clumsy and constricting and rubber kitchen
gloves are too flimsy . Industrial rubber gloves,
similar to the kind used to handle hazardous
chemicals, work great; the Jong gauntlet will
help to protect your wrists as well. [Ed. A
thin polypro liner glove is a nice addition to
these for alpine caving.] Leather, like your
skin, gets very slick and cuts easily when wet .

What happens with your feet in a wet
cave may determine how Jong the trip lasts .
Tennis shoes tend to be too flimsy. Army
boots, preferred in most caves, do a little
better but not much . Rubber is the boot
material that has stood the test of time .
Leather gets soft and cuts easily after
prolonged immersion, and it dries stiff as a
board. Europeans wear a tall rubber boot
known as Wellies, named after the famous
British brand . Many American cavers use
Bata boots, which are low cut and lace up .
Bata boots will only set you back around
$20. Some cavers have installed grommets
to allow water to drain out of the boot. Be
aware that too big a grommet will allow
gravel in, necessitating many stops to empty
out those rocks under the heel . Wetsuit
booties are essential for keeping your feet
warm. Be sure to get boots large enough to
accommodate the extra bulk . During hunting
season, cheap neoprene booties are sold at
most sporting-goods stores .

Moving around in a wet cave requires
different techniques than moving around in
dry caves. These techniques are dependent
an water depth and ceiling height. In stream
passage too low to walk or crawl it may be
possible to 'salamander.' Lying flat an your
stomach, letting your body float with the

buoyancy provided by the
wetsuit, pull yourself along
with your hands along the
bottom. Obviously this only
works in relatively shallow
water passage . Where the
water is too deep for
salamandering, but the
ceiling is still too low to walk,
one can crouch down and
walk like Mr. Natural, sort of
'truckin' through the cave .
Again with this technique the
water helps hold the weight
of your upper body due to
the buoyancy of the wetsuit,
and you can take very Jong
gliding steps without having
to bend over . Swimming is
also an option, even though
you might also be able to



walk. It often helps to mix techniques so that
one doesn't get too tiring .

In a crawl where the water is too shallow
for salamandering and the floor is relatively
smooth with a little mud for lubrication, the
Hemperly Technique comes in handy. In this
method you lie an your back, place your pack
under your neck like a pillow, and push with
your feet . You have to learn to read the ceiling
to teil when the passage is curving, since you
can't see where you're Boing . This has been
used to great advantage in the Mile-Long
Crawl in Honey Creek, where it was
developed by Robert Hemperly. It sure beats
hands and knees all that way!

Some caves require long swims ; for this,
flippers are strongly recommended . They
increase your efficiency tremendously . While
it is possible to find flippers with foot pockets
big enough to go an over boots, most wet
cavers just trade back and forth between
boots and flippers . Beware! Most flippers will
sink! They are tough to find in deep, muddy
water. Tie a string around your ankle and to
the flipper; this way if one is accidentally
kicked off or the strap breaks it won't be lost
to the cave . Swimming with one flipper sucks!
Floating flippers avoid this problem, but they
are generally less efficient and tend to be hard
an the back because they keep your feet too
near the surface . For long swims some
additional flotation may be handy. This can
be as simple as an empty one-gallon plastic
bottle . An old detergent, bleach, or antifreeze
bottle works great (milk bottles are too flimsy),
and they have a handle to attach a carabiner
to your pack so it won't sink . More than one
unhappy caver has had to dive for a sunken
pack! Some people like to use an old
swimming Pool kickboard or a boat cushion .
but these don't always have great attachment
points . If you use a kickboard, get one that
has some type of cover if it is polystyrene .
The little compressed polystyrene beads
slowly get knocked loose and end up all over
the cave with unprotected boards .

When the surface meets the ceiling and
airspace gets low it takes some special
techniques to get through . In the very lowest
of airspace the best way to get through is lying
an your back, face up, with your lips right up
as close to the ceiling as possible . This is
known as "sucking the air out of the ceiling ."
Move through the passage very calmly ; don't
make waves! If you're comfortable with the
low airspace you can go head first . But for
unfamiliar and virgin passage, we
recommend you go feet first . There have
been folks exploring cave passage without
enough airspace where the ceiling was
covered in mud . Using their feet, they carved
out an air passage in the ceiling to continue
down the passage! It is helpful to use your
hands to steer against the ceiling . It is difficult
to see where you are going without the
benefit of looking side to side . Mark Minton
teils this story about low airspace :

One time in Yo Mama, the once-
infamous long, low airspace (now
modified) in Honey Creek Cave (Texas),
1 was behind someone who started in,
and as 1 was preparing to follow, I saw a
light coming back at me . When he got
closer 1 asked what was wrong, and he
said, "Nothing! And how did you get here
[the other side of the low airspace] ahead
of me anyway?"In that wide, low passage
he had made a U-turn without euen
knowing it! It took a while to conuince
him that 1 wasn't playing a practical joke
an him and that he had in fact ended up
back where he started!

Most cavers use ordinary seif-draining
cave packs in wet caves . Folks have
experimented with 50-caliber ammo boxes,
which are waterproof and float . But the
ammo boxes are tough to drag in crawls and
are not very comfortable to wear while
walking. [Ed. Waterproof plastic boxes such
as made by Pelican are friendlier to the cave
(they don't easily scratch the rock) and lighter
than ammo boxes.] Ammo boxes can pose
a serious danger for carbide cavers as spent
carbide can build up acetylene in the box .
Looking into the box with your carbide lamp
an could result in an explosion . There is a
similar danger from waterproof river bags .
To keep things dry in your cave pack use
Nalgene@ bottles . Not only are they
waterproof but they are shatterproof as well .
Zip-lock© bags are not reliable .

Surprisingly, with a little care carbide
lights work remarkably well in wet caves . a s
bong as you keep the tip and striker dry . The
Petzl ceiling-burner type has a piezoelectric
igniter, which works even when wet. The
majority of cavers seem to be moving away
from carbide to eiectric lamps these days, and
most of those work fine . Even most electric
lamps do not need to be waterproof to work
well under wet conditions, but after each trip
you must carefuily dry them out to avoid
serious corrosion . Some electric lights have
been seen working fine with the headpiece
full of water! The one exception to that is
that one must seal the vent holes an lead-
acid batteries like those used in the Wheat
lamp . or cave water will get in and dilute the
electrolyte . Be sure to remove the vent covers
(nylon or stainless steel screws work well)
before charging! One advantage to either
Petzl type carbides with detached generators
or electric lamps with waist-mounted
batteries is that the lamp can't be lost if it
falls off of your helmet in deep water . Many
cavers learned early an in Honey Creek that
traditional carbide cap lamps were easy to
lose if they turned their heads sideways
during prolonged swimming under low
ceilings . And they don't float! Some people
permanently affix their lamps to their
helmets, but 1 prefer the versatility of being
able to take the lamp an and off . As with the
flippers, some sort of safety cord between

helmet and lamp solves the problem . If you
go carbide, an electric backup is still highly
advisable under wet conditions . Spare
batteries work fine wet . Spare carbide
doesn't! Normal helmets are fine, but one
thing to be aware of if you jump into deep
water with a helmet an is that the air trapped
in the helmet will tend to make it float more
than your body, and you can get choked by
the chinstrap! When 1 (Mark) jump into deep
water,1 keep one hand an my helmet to keep
it firmly against my head as 1 go under .

Surveying totally wet passages isn't too
different than dry surveying . except that the
instruments need to be waterproofed or
handled very carefully to keep them dry .
Suuntos and the like can be waterproofed
by applying a bead of marine epoxy glue or
silicone around the eyepiece (careful!) and
front and back openings. Kurt Menking of
San Antonio came up with the uitimate
waterproofing strategy . He completely
embedded a Suunto compass in a solid
block of Lucite (sold as a liquid in hobby
shops)! In addition to being waterproof, that
compass also floated . One can also put flush
ports into Suuntos, which can be opened
to rinse out mud and dry out the inside if
they do get damp . Just be careful not to use
anything magnetic when modifying
compasses. 1 (Mark) used brass screws with
rubber 0-rings to put flush ports in mine .
Paper survey books also don't work well,
even the "Rite in the Rain" type. The paper
gets too soft and the binding falls apart . There
are books made of plastic paper with metal
spiral binding that work well, or you can
make your own from plastic paper. You have
to be more careful with these than paper
books. because if you rub too hard cleaning
them you can wipe off the writing! The plastic
will also warp if the book is left an a
dashboard in the hot sun . Treated carefully,
however, plastic survey books are great . You
can Write an them underwater or even under
mud, and when they get too dirty, just swish
them around in the stream and they're clean .
So far we have not had to deal with a low
airspace that was so long or curvy that it
couldn't be surveyed in one or two shots,
with the compass and tape reader and
sketcher in an air bell or in the higher passage
at either end . It could get tricky trying to read
instruments or take notes in a lip space!

Beyond hypothermia. one should also
consider the weather. Like any caves, wet
caves can become dangerous and deadly
during a flood stage . Have knowledge about
the local weather when planning your trip .

Since most caves are formed by water,
chances are you will find water in most caves .
Wet caving can pose some serious technical
and safety issues . Good planning,
preparation, and training are musts when
going into a wet cave .

Cave Safe-Cave Smart .
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SOCIETY EWS
TVNIDEO PRODUCTION COMMITTEE

CHAIRPERSON NEEDED

The Education Division, under the
Department of the Administrative Vice-
President, is looking for a motivated, creative,
innovative Chairperson for the TV/Video
Production Committee . This committee was
originally formed as a liaison with
MacGillivray Freeman Films, for the IMAX-
formatted production of Journey Into
Amazing Caves, and is now going into a
restructuring phase . The new chairperson will
form and head a committee to liaise with film
companies and producers interested in the
production of educational films and
documentaries about caves and karst . An
essential responsibility of this committee will
be to work with the Environmental Education
Committee and the Safety and Techniques
Committee to make NSS digital and video
materials to further the goals of the NSS and
the Education Division .

For more information or to apply, please
send questions or vision statement and/or
resume to Amy Bern (amybern(r juno.com),
Education Division, Co-Chief .

NSS VIDEO PRODUCTION COMMITTEE
MEMBERS NEEDED

The NSS Video Production Committee,
under the Education Division, Department
of the Administrative Vice President, is
looking for members . Those with an interest
and knowledge of cave conservation and
filmmaking are welcome to join . The
committee is responsible for creating and
implementing strategies to aid in the
production of educational videos for NSS
divisions, committees, grottos, and other
interested members. The committee also
works as a liaison with professional film
companies. If you are interested in helping
this committee teach and encourage
appropriate conservation techniques, please
contact Roberta Serface . NSS Video
Production Chair. at ozrob22(u hotmail .com .

Caving Calendar 2004
by Speleo Projeets

Speleo Projects proudly presents the new Interna-

tional Caving Calendar 2004 in TOP-quality color!

A new selection of 12 stunning imoges once again takes

you an a enchanting subterranean jouney to Caves

around the world . $ 12.95 euch, plus shipping .

Order now front your local dealer, or

SPELEOBOOKS • phone (518) 295-7978, fax 295-7981

Bob & Bob • phone (800) 262-2283, fax (304) 772-3076

Inner Mountain Outlitters • phone or fax (540) 377-2690

Inner Realur Books, R. Wolfert • phone (303) 278-1891

	N S S•phone (256) 852-1300, fox (256) 851-9241
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FUND RAISING COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

The Fund Raising Committee
coordinates NSS Fund Raising efforts . It is
responsible for soliciting donations to benefit
the Society's Primary Funds . The Primary
Funds, all perpetual, are the General Fund,
the Exploration Fund, the Research Fund,
and the Save-the-Caves (conservation)
Fund. In addition, the existence of the various
other funds (Secondary Funds) should be
publicized and contributions specifically
designated for these funds will be advertised
as being welcomed . Specific drives are held
from time to time for special short-term
projects such as the recent acquisition of
Great Expectations in Wyoming . The ideal
candidate should be able to work as a team
member as well as (largely) an his own, be
enthusiastic . motivated, and have access to
e-mail in addition to attending the annual
NSS National Convention . If you are
interested in this position, please send a letter
of application and short resume to NSS
President Scott Fee at president(i caves .org .

SHASCADE CAVING SOCIETY
REACTIVATED

1 am pleased to announce that the
Shascade Caving Society has been
reactivated . It was active in California from
1993-1996 and then became inactive . The
current address is c/o James Newell, PO Box
5058, Shasta Lake, CA 96019,
jncaveman(i aol .com .

You can find the latest grotto
information by visiting the NSS home page
at www.caves .org and clicking an the
dropdown box at the bottom of the page .
Select the state and view the grottos in that
state .

You can view the latest information for
other IOs by clicking an Organizations an the
NSS home page and following the links .

For information useful to IOs visit the
10 web site at www.caves .org/committee/i-
o / There you will find the 10 Manual (now in
PDF format) and instructions for filing the
annual report.

Keith / . Wheeland

Co-Chair, Internat Organizations Committee

GREAT X T-SHIRTS

Have you heard
about those fantastic
Great X t-shirts and
polo shirts? The NSS is
handing them out free
to those qualifying
individuals who have
contributed to the Great PRESERVE
Expectations (Great X) Cave Acquisition
Fund . The t-shirt has a small, left chest design
and a full back . They are available in stone-

washed green and stone-washed blue and
can be viewed at www.caves .org/greatx/
tee .html. The polo is yellow. A close-up of
the polo embroidery is here :
www.greatx.caves .org/shirts .htm l while the
entire shirt can be seen at www.caves .org/
greatx/polo .html . A $100 donation gets you
a vertical foot of cave passage and a
complimentary t-shirt. A gift of $250 entitles
you to a polo shirt in addition to the cave
passage. Additional t-shirts are $25 each and
additional polo shirts are $50 each . Thanks
to Bonnie Curnock for the fabulous artwork!

MAMMOTH CAVE RESTORATION
COMMITTEE CHAIR

The NSS is looking for new chairmen
of the Mammoth Cave Restoration
Committee. This committee is established
to administer and manage the Cooperative
Agreement between Mammoth Cave
National Park (MCNP) and the National
Speleological Society. The co-Chairmen shall :
1) solicit, select, and schedule the work of
volunteers at MCNP 2) monitor the work of
the volunteers, 3) work with NPS staff to
identify and accomplish specific restoration
activities in MCNP 4) meet with MCNP staff
an a periodic basis to review progress made
under this Cooperative Agreement and
identify ways in which the volunteers can be
most efficiently used, 5) perform financial
functions required to administer the
agreement under the supervision of the
Secretary-Treasurer, 6) carry out other
restoration duties that are specifically under
the terms of the Cooperative Agreement .

The committee chair will work with the
Conservation Division Chief and the
Administrative Vice President an developing,
awarding, and reporting an these grants .
Members interested in this important position
should contact Thomas Lera, NSS
Administrative Vice-President at
frontier2@ erols .com .
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For the Serious Rope User- . .
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4-ways to carry

5940-C Hwy 58,
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Carries all
your x-tras!
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Ballistic Construction
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5400 Cubic Inches
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Special top pouch
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Boot bag an the inside
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Holds boots, cave
pack, helmet, etc .
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$69.00

Retail Store now open at :
Harrison, TN 37341
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CALL FOR CONSERVATION ARTICLES
4 NSS News Conservation Issue-It
is time to send in write-ups an cave and
karst conservation activities . Help
produce a thorough NSS overview of
activities, conservation research, and
cave/karst awareness efforts .
4 Submit articles, updates, protection
concerns, conservation opportunities,
and kudos for individuals or groups to
the NSS Conservation Co-Chairs, Jim
Werker & Val Hildreth-Werker,
werks(wzianet .com
4 This issue will highlight conservation
projects that are supported by GIS and
Bern Szukalski of ESRI is our guest editor
for this section .
4 Send submissions now, before the
end of the year. Submit conservation
pieces from one Paragraph to several
pages. Please do not exceed 2500 words
(or a 15,000 character and space count) .
Photos can be submitted as slides . prints,
or e-files. Check the NSS News
Submission Guidelines and Style Sheet
available an the NSS website
www.caves.or g (We prefer to receive
submissions by e-mail before December
31, but the final deadline is January 15,
2004 .)
4 Special Kudos Section-If we
receive enough kudo submissions .
individuals and groups will be recognized
for their service in cave and karst
conservation . Please submit statements
(15 to 100 words) describing
conservation accomplishments .
4 Please give notice that you plan to
submit-send an e-mail now .

Jim Werker and Val Hildreth-Werker
NSS Conservation Division Co-Chairs
PO Box 207, Cuna Cueva Hwy 27,
Hillsboro, New Mexico 88042-0207 .
Voice: 505 .895.5050
E-mail: werks(izianet .com

C:LASS11.fl:D
Patches, Pins, Medals, Ribbons . Your design .
Free Brochure . Lane4 Awards, P.O . Box
451591(S), Sunrise, FL 33345 . Telephone & Fax
(954) 742-8609 . E mail : lane4 l @earthlink .net .
WANT TO MARRY IN A CAVE or other remote
location?Having trouble finding someone to
perform the ceremony? We can help!
equanimity777@yahoo .com .
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Publications an Mexican caves and caving,
Association for Mexican Cave Studies, a Project
of the NSS . PO Box 7672, Austin, Texas 78713,
www.amcs-pubs .org, sales@amcs-pubs .org .
FIREFLY SLAVE FOR CAVE PHOTOGRAPHY
Best for cave photography. $58 plus shipping .
Bulbs, flashguns, new & used strobes. V/MC/

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS CHAIR

The NSS is seeking a chair for the
Special Publications Committee . This highly
visible position is responsible for solicitation,
layout, and publication of various works of
literature of interest to the caving community .

This position requires an excellent
command of the English language . The
person selected for this position should have
significant experience in editorial styles,
digital page layout programs (PageMaker,
QuarkXpress, or InDesign), photo processing
programs (Photoshop), layout for printing,
cover and jacket design, proofreading,
selection of printers, familiarization with
publication software, preparation of
publication budgets, communication with
authors and editors, communication and
negotiations with book wholesalers and
retailers, wholesale discounting, and
preparation of promotional items such as tip-
ons and marketing flyers relating to book
sales .

Interested individuals please contact
Don Paquette, EVP, at evpCa caves .org .

Cave Trips Convention 2003
(continued from page 311)

future such events in nearby communities .
Clearly, there is no silver bullet for these

problems. Overcoming such difficulties could
require long-term education efforts among
the membership, better grotto training
programs, more contact between trip leaders
and participants, screening programs at
conventions to test cavers' skills, and other
programs to insure that cavers are prepared
for the caves and the requirements associated
with them. Reducing the number of incidents
during conventions will be very difficult and
will require the hard work of many cavers .
But 1 fear that without such an effort, future
NSS Conventions may have fewer available
venues or that fewer caving opportunities
may be available to attendees . Both of these
possibilities would be very unfortunate .

ADS
AMEX. SITDCP, 80 Mountain St, Camden, ME
04843 (207)236-6112 . pjcaver@gwi .net

AD RATES : 50 cents per word, with a 10%
discount for prepaid ads running three months
or longer . The following count as one word
each: PO . box # ; street address ; city: state &
zip ; phone number. E-mail or web addresses
exceeding 10 characters count es two words .
Payment must precede publication, but copy
should be e-mailed to dbunnell q caltel .com,
to reserve space . Copy should be received six
weeks prior to publication date (e .g ., by May
15 for July issue) . Make checks payable to the
National Speleological Society and send to :
NSS NEWS, PO . Box 879, Angels Camp, CA
95222 .

RETTERS
WORLD DEEP PIT RECORD

In the August, 2003 issue of the NSS
News an page 228 is a blurb stating that
Baiyu Dong (Dong means cave in Chinese,
so saying Baiyu Dong Cave is redundant)
in China has the world's longest in-cave pit
at 424 m . This cave was recently reported
as having the world's longest free-fall
entrance pit (see www.speleomag.com /
numero/articles/n44/art 1 _44.php). The
deepest in-cave pit is Bojim-bojim Shaft in
Meduza, in Croatia, at 450 m! That was
announced in 2001 (Cavers Digest 5741/
17 and 5742/19 ; http://www.Ips .sWsports/
jaskyne/velebit/) . Someone has their facts
confused!

Mark Minton

CUBA ARTICLE CORRECTIONS

This article (July 2003 issue) sould have
stated that Cyndie's crew surveyed (not
scooped) nearly a kilometer of passage in
Cueva Falco. In 2001 we spent 3 days
surveying in the Boquerones area an a joint
expedition with Cuban cavers from Grupo
SAMA. My team surveyed 834 meters in
Cueva Falco to a connection with Cueva del
Indio, and to a second entrance an a lower
level . Meanwhile Barb's team surveyed 261
meters in nearby Cueva Marti . The short time
we spent in the area gave us a feel that it
held significant potential . 1 organized a return
trip in 2002 and we surveyed an additional
5.2 kilometers in the Boquerones area, tying
many of the caves together into one System .
The most impressive survey statistic,
however, is that we mapped 140 meters of
cave per bottle of rum consumed! A few leads
remain, and the map will be published when
the survey is completed .

Cyndie Walck

57.00 shipping
any quonriry

SPELEO PRESS
471 Limestone Lane

Driftwood; IX 78619
i . .

( ZPay with Plastic? . .
i go to www.AMCS.org

Benenth the Cloud Forests
by Howard M. Beck, 2003
A History of Cave Exploration In Papua New Guinea
Prise: $ 42 .00 (+shipping). Available from your locol denk
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